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HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
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VOL. XXV.

HOLLAND,
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SATURDAY, JULY

MICH.,
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Thursday morning early the mercury
Jacob Johnson has a twenty-acre
.* .* was not very far from the freezing farm for sale. Seeadv.-

Gilmore,

Dr. Ai>C. V. R.

Dentist

..;

,B“

VAUPELL BLOCK,

We

are

Don’t Delay
a raomont in having your eyes examined if you have the slightest
idea
T
that your sight is at all impaired or
that any defect exists. If we could
only know the damage done themselve? every day by people who don’t
take proper care off their eeyes, the informationwould be astounding.Come
to us at once, and we’ll tell you what
you need for your eyes, if you need
anything, and will supply the glasses
required at the lowest figure.

Surprised
At the way business keeps up
and yet

Why

should we be?

W.

STEVENSON

R.

OPTICIAN.

The exceeding low prices we
are selling

( nice at C. A.

Stevenson’sJewely
Store.

Satisfaction Guarantcd.

Kxamination Free.

Dry Goods at
Holland City News.
Would wake from

Published every Saturday. Termif 1.50 per yeur,

dead any
ordinary echrude buyer
the

with a discount o/50 cents

BUY

Holland City News Printing House, Boot
Kramer Bldg.. Eighth St.. Holland,Mich.

it

CITY AND VICINITY.

goods unsold by August
1 or 15 will he shipped north
and the opportunity will have
been past.
Ah

It Is

BROS.. Publishers.

tion.

NOW
all

now or never. Remember everything must

Ex president Harrison will take the
stump in behalf of McKinley.

Rev. J. Winter of Manito,

111.,

preached in Hope church last Sunday.
Next Sunday Rev. I. Van Kampen
will supply the pulpit.

go'

LSMlQ&Son.

i:

Congressman Wm. Alden Smith
passed through the city Tuesday, on

way to Grand Haven, where he adSewer Meeting.
dressed the McKinley Club, which was
Notice is hereby given that the
common council and the board of pub- organizedthere in the evening. Mr.
lic works of the city of Holland will Smith feels quite hopeful and prommeet on
ised to be with us at an early date.
his

Wednesday,July 29,

1896,

at 7:30 p. m., at the common council
room, to consider any suggestions and
objectk ns that may he made by parties interested with respect to the
map, plans and estimates of the proposed sewerage system of the city, as
made by Alvord & Shields,and placed
on file In the olliee of the city clerk.
Dated Holland,July 9, 1890.
By order of the common council.
Geo. H. Siit, City Clerk.

Milwaukee officials have decided to
tax the Goodrich line of steamers at
that port. There are ten of them.
The corporationis a Wisconsin one,
and there is evidence that the last
meeting of the stockholderswas bekl
in that city. The boats are registered
in Kenosha.
The

C.

& W. M.

is

selling a combin-

low rate of $10 a
month to the business men of Grand
Rapids who have their families at the

ation ticket at the

0

News

Rev. R. Bloemendaal of Muskegon
Rev. A. Bunrsma will preach for has received a call from the N. W.
the Fourth Ref. congregation next Ref. church of Chicago,111.
Sunday.
Dr. H. Kremers, health ofllcerof
The three-year old child ot E. Bok, the city, will attend a conference of
a blacksmith at Forest Grove, fell Inlike ofllclals, in Ann Arbor next week.
to a tub of hot water Friday last,
The steamer J. C. Suit will engage
from the results of which it died.
In the peach traffic between SaugaThe steamer Lizzie Walsh Is now tuck and Milwaukee, and commence
making two trips per day between her regular trips next 'week.
Saugatuck and this plabe, and Is carPostmaster general Wilson and a
rying fruit Id connection with the
distinguished party of government ofChicago steamboat line.
ficials from Washington will spend a
Between Sunday and Monday night month’s vacation In a tour of the
attempts were made to enter the resi- Great Lakes.
Absolutely
dence of Prof. J. T. Bergen on
A. J. Klavcr, of Grand Haven, one
a
cream
of tartar baktug powder. Highlit
Twelfth street, Judging from the
of the Republican candidatesfor the of all la louvenlng atreagth.— Lalnf
manner in which the window screens
nomination of sheriff, was in the city States Oovemmrnt Food Report.
had been tempered with.
Royal B uumo Pjwdiu Oo., KM Well fHLVl.*
Monday, calllig upon friends. Dep.
Two of our well-knownbusiness sheriiT Van Ry took him out for a
Mr. Wykes, a Grand Rapid# met^
men got into a heated altercation last drive to Zeeland.
chant, has bought a cottage' site •& J
Saturday,and unless the matter is
There are several provisions in the Harrington’sLauding and is getting'
amicably arranged,as it should be, it
proposed
bicycle ordinance which are out the plans for a nice summer ratlwill terminate in an assault and batnot very acceptable to our wheelmen,
tery suit before Justice Van Schelven,
especiallythose requiring bells an
Saturday.
Sunday forenoon while the schr*
lanterns. They expect to present thel
Alert
was beating down the bay, the £
G. II. News: The Misses Kellogg views to the council wheu the ordlu-l
steamer
Lizzie Walsh collided wltlt
and Secry, of Holland, who have been anco is up for passage.
her, carrying away the schooner’! bow- -Vi
in the city the past few days, the
G. Watcrmuelder, of Forcston, 111., prlt and jlbboom.
guests of Miss Lillie Beauvais and
Esther Kelly, returned home Monday president of the Y. M. C. A. of Hoie
The Allegan village council
l
...
1 College, olTcrs to furnish the necesafternoon. Tin y were among the class
creed that wlthlng certain prescribed
continuedat St. Patrick’schurch Sun- sary Information concerning rooms, limits,In the business portion of
boarding places,etc., to all now studay.
village, all new sidewalks hereafter
dents from abroad that desire to enconstructed
shall bo of cement.
in view of ihe fact that the August
ter Hope College next fall.
term of the Ottawa county circuit
A well-known local agriculturist
The Prohibitionists have now two
court will open the same week that
says that If the annual summer
the Republican cqunty and state con- separate tickets In the field, both
drought keeps up, the Irrigation sysventions are bt ing held. Judge Padg- presidentialand state. They are tem, so successfulin the south ami
ham has been requested to adjourn known as the Straights and Nation- west, will have to he tried here.
the term on the opening day for one als. The former limit themselves to
Another candidatefur the nomine
week, and that jurors and witnesses prohibitionproper, while the latter
tion of county clerk on the Republican
are also tainted with free sllverlsm.
be informed accordingly.
ticket is anuounced—C.K. Hoyt of
Men are now living, says the Balti- Georgetown. From the same town
Lieut. Col. G. W. Lydecker has been
designated as the successor of the more Sun, who heard the eminent Wm. Whipple, Jr., Is said to be Id the
the late Gen. Poe. In additionto the scientificProfessorSllliraan, declare field for register of deeds.
responsibilities connected with his in a lecture at Yale College,after a
A McKinley club wasgorganlzed af>
new position he will also retain super- careful mathematical calculation,
Grand
Haven Tuesdag evening, witti H
vision over the harbors along the east that no boat could contain a sufficient

POWDER
Pun}

OMM

has

Near the town of Manch Chunck,
is a coal mine on fire which has
been burning since 1858. The fire was shore of Lake Michigan,so that it may amount of coal to propel It across the
started accidentally, and all the ef- truly be said that his manifold duties Atlantic ocean.
forts at extinguishinghave failed.
will require unceasing activity for
When the steamer City of MilwauThe sea lion that escaped from Lin- their execution. Col. Lydecker was kee arrived at St. Joseph Tuesday afcoln Park, Chicago, two years ago, was selected for this position by reason of ternoon she had on board two passenseen on Cheboygan River Monday by the great confidence reposed in him by gers whose names were not down on
a dozen people. He is fat and appears his superior officers in Washington.
the trip sheet. They were two bounto be having a great time. He has
Another muslcale and ice cream fes- cing baby boys, which were born to
been around there for two weeks.
tival will be held at the residence of Mrs. Jonas D. Jenkins of Hutchinson,
Penn.,

6.

point.

'

Kites of advertising made known on applica-

you would profit by our exceptional

offerings—

those

puying in atlvance.

MULDER
If

to

18, 1896.

81.00 a year.

0

Mr. and Mrs. J.

A.

Kooyers, in the

M.
E. church, on Wednesday evening,
July 22. There will be music by the
Fifth ward, for the benefit of the

new Holland Cornet Band, also duetts
on piano and violin, guitar and banjo.
Five free carryalls will be in line on
the corner of River and Eighth streets
at 7:30 o'clock, and will run until
eleven o’clock.The grounds are to he
electricallylighted, and ice cream and
cake will he served, at ten cents. In
going the carryalls will come up on
River and pass down Eighth and Market streets.
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"

.
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.

.
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Mansfield, Will Sheldon,

A.
Wm.PelgriD

secretary,

D. A. Lane; twas., Geo-

It

Is

said there Is

more money do*
Holland Oltjr

posited in the banks of

by citizens of this city than of not4|
land. The excuse they make for depositingtheir money there is that
Kan., on the run across the lake.
they do not want people to know tb*
In view of the many frauds and Im- they have surplus cash.— G. H. TrilF
positions that are being perpetrated une.
under cover of the “old soldier,” the
The light shower of Monday wa*
officials of the G. A. 11. desire to direct the attention to a statute in this followed the next day by an oldstate which providesthat any person rain storm. During the hours of I
who shall wilfully wear the badge of and ten o’clock in the evening
the Grand Army of the Republic, or water fairly poured from the heal
the badge of the order of the Loyal and with an intermissionof
Legion, or who shall use or wear the hours, It continued to rata si
same to obtain aid or assistance there- during the night, saturating,
by unless he shall be entitled to useor ground thoroughly. The first shower
wear the same, shall he punished by was accompanied by a heat
imprisonmentnot to exceed thirty storm, Indicting slight

tion to the preparation of his fruit as

A

,

BO did

Grand Haven Buffered considerable Alfred Huntley by the top^ ttg over
damage by Tuesday's electric storm. of the smoke stack at his machine
It struck the city about seven o’clock shop. Shade trees also came in for the
in the evening, and along the river usual amount of damage.
front Its force was feltgreatest. Thousands of dollars’worth of propertywas

A state conventionof delegates repdestroyed. The glass factory had Its resenting the Republican clubs of
north-west corner rased, where most Michigan will be held at Grand Rtp-^
of the finished stock was stored. At Ids, Tuesday, Aug. 4, the day before
the city pumping works the roof was the Republican state convention.The
torn off. The fisheries also suffered basis of representation at this convengreatly in their shanties, reels and tion will he two delegates for eacb
nets. A heavy yawl boat on the club and one additionaldelegate for
government steamer Gen. Hancock each fifty members. The businessta
was carried off of the boat and landed be transacted will be the election of
with such force on the pier that it was officers of the State League, the eleoruined. Chimneys,trees, windmills, lion of two delegates at large and twa
and small buildings, were all made to delegates from each congressional dinfeel their insignificance. The total trlct to represent our state in the nap
loss Is esti mated at $20,000. The beau- tlonal convention of Republican club*
tiful soft maple tree in the court house to be held at Milwaukee, August 25,
square is also listed among the and such other business as may protrophies of the storm.
perly come before the convention.

.
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No Matter what You Want
Boy’s or Children’s
Clothing. We can supply your
needs. Also in ^ats and Caps.
Be

1

We

will

it

in Men’s,

make you a

STYLISH

SUMMEROSUU

For S16XX)
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/
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.
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1

Stickney.

.

NORTHERN

V.

Good rick; vice presidents, F.

Writes a corre>pondentof the Fenn- days, or a fine not to exceed twenty and there. The$. ofV,
ILrald: “The Michigan fruit dollars, or both.
sufferedsome inconvenl
grower does not pay the same attenblowing dowmof tents; a

,

311

B.

ville

his California brother, hut he will
resorts.
special train meet this competitionin time. ApJune 28, 1 896. leaves the Valley City at 5:2*1 p. m., ples, peaches and plums In the MichiOn a Si'var Platform.
and arrives there in the morning at gan fruit belt need reformation as to
8:00
o’clock.This train Is largely pat- packing and preparing for market.
AND
WEST
MICHIGAN
H’Y.
The present .‘igitatlnT of the silver
ronized.
The Florida orange grower has learned
qtn-li- n. will inevitably cause a rise
a in. a.m. p.m p.m. p.m*
InlhepHeeor ihui beautiful metal, Lv. Grand Rapids ... U 15 ft 45 1 2ft *6 34 11 30
this and now his fruit comes on the
The steeple of the^new Market stree_
2 01 7 2C 12 16
therefore now is the time to buy sil- Ar.Wawly ........ 10 20 0
Holland........... 10 15 6 40 2 m 7 30 12 30 church is completed, all except thelra“rke‘ v,lth the cumber of oranges
verware, and if \<ut want, tine go ids,
Chici-go ...........
11 60 6 50
0 40
weather vane, the arrival of wh,th\niarkcdon each box, Indicatingthe
Jit cut ratand a large assortment
a in. a.m. p.m. p.m. a.m
ize of the fruit, so the buyer can tell
to select from go to .
p.m. a.m a w. p.m. p m. from the factory at Canton, Ohio, is
Lv. Chicago ...........
7 20 5 00 *9 30
it a glance which grade he wishes to
STEVEN SON 'S Jewelry Store! Holland .......... 4 15 •8 12 25 9 50 2 35 dally expected. The credit of laying andlc. If apples, peaches and plums
Waverly ......... 4 55 4 4ft 12 80 10 00 2 50 the last shingleson the tall spire is
rere graded in this way in the Michi8th St., Holland.
Ar. Grand Rapids... 5 15 5 45 1 25 10 40 3 45
claimed by F. Huizinga aud J. BeukeLv.
•' ....
11 30 7 10
an fruit belt, buyers would know
Petoskey .........
12 35 8 00 3 15 ma. On Wednesday the new bell was
a.m. p.m. a.m. p.m.
ust what they were getting and could
hoisted in position, and towards evenWANT TO SEE GRAND RAPIDS?
ecide Just what they wanted, as the
ANOTHER
Allrgan and Muskegon Ivtei on. ing it melodious tones reverberated
narked boxes would practically indiSUNDAY
p.m. a.m. p-m. p.m p.m. all over the city. It Is a fine sounding
cate the size of the fruit.”
Lv. Pontwater ......
1 35
gest in
F sharp church bell, the largest
In the
EXCURSION
Muskegon ....... 8 20 7 00 12 35 4 65
Grand daven
8 63 7 34 1 07
city; its weighs 1,550 pouuds,
j, and was/
JULY 19.
The basket combine which had
Ar. Waverly .......
9 40 8 15 1 60
ordered
from
the
foundry
of
E. WaYi
W, Vay
Holland ........
9 41 8 25
3 40
Train will leave Holland Ht9:l0 a.
raised the price of peach baskets to
11 30
Duzeo, Cincinnati,Ohio.
m.. and arrive at Grand Raoids at
p.m. a.m. p.m. p.m. a.ni.
$30 a thousand, has been broken up.
10:30. Return trains leave at 0:30 and
p.m. am. pm. pm
Pros. Atl’y Vlsscher in his semi-an- One of the members of the combina11:30 p m. Round trip rato50 cents.
5 30
6 00
Holland ......... 9 45 6 20 1 65 7
nual report to the attorney general tion. E. E. Weed & Co., of Douglas,
Pl-a-ant plaoft to spend a day.
Waverly .......... 10 00 6 25 2 10 7 15
Take vnur wheel along and have a
gives the followingsummary of the dropped the price down to $24. This
Grand flaven .... 10 88 7 25 2 60
d»ilbrh»ful-fiin on t he asphalt streets Lv.MuBkogon ...... 11 It 8 25 3 22
criminal business in Ottawa county action, says the Fenuville Herald,
Ar. Pontwater ......
11 20
or in the surroundingcountry.
for the six months ending June 30: caused consternationamong the other
am. pm. pm.
No charge for wheels on Sunday ex•Dally.
Total
prosecutions249, of which 242 members and the representativesot
cursi
»ipfis.
Pa-wager c&a leave Hollaed 6.20 a. m. and
Geo. De Haven, G. P. A.
were
convicted,
4 nolle pressed, 1 dis- all the factories met at Douglas WedO'jineet at Waverly with Ottawa B-ech BubI25 2w
ncss Men’s train which arrivekat Grand Rapids missed on payment of costs, l acquit- nesday to see what they could save out
B.O-i a. m.
ted, and 1 settled. These cases are of the wreck of their nicely laid plans.
Tratna Iravlrg Holland 2 85 a. m . and 12.25 p
“If taken into the head by the. nostrils m. ccnrirfet at Grand Rapid! with G. R. & I. arclassified as follows: Drunk 134, va- They decided that as Weed had setwo or three times a week, Thomas’ riving at PetoBkey0.20 a. in. and 7.50 p. in.
grancy 50, disorderly2, assault and cured the cream of the trade by this
Eclectrlc Oil will positively relieve and Bay View 9.28 a. m. and 7.56 p. m.
the most offensivecase of catarrh.!!
battery 14, trespassto real estate 1, move and as the Douglas factory could
Rev. E. F. Crane, Dunkirk, N. Y.
June 28, 895. larceny 3, truancy 3, cruelty to ani- not supply all the demand, they could
mals I, luring and abandoning boat 1, gain nothing by dropping their price
WonderfulMalarial Bitters.
LANSING &
R. R. violation of game and fish laws 24, dis- and they therefore decided to hold
turbing religious meetings 1, malici- their packages at the combine price.
The recommendationsof the best
am. pm.
Chemists and Medical PractitionersLv Grand Rapids ..............7 uO 1 30
ous destruction of personal property1, They express the belief that the grow8 54 3 10
assure the public of the purity of
; violation of liquor laws 4, basUrdy i,
ers will be obliged to take their packDetroit ...................... 11 40 540
Speei’s Wines and they are as well asam.ipm.
i burglary 1, larceny in store 1, larceny ages' at their price as a shortage in
s-ired of the purity of Aunt Rachael’s Lv. Detroit .................. 7 40 1 10
in dwelling 1, rape 1, larceny from baskets is almost sure to occur. The
Landing ...... ..............10 24 3 3^
Milarial Bitters, the base of which is
this wine, only made hitter by herbs Ar. Grand Rapids ..... ....... 12 30, 5 fli
person 2. For the August term of court growers however claim that they will
p m Ip m
and roots among which are Peruvian
the calendar will contain 2 bastardy use boxes rather than pay an exorbiBark, Chamomile Flowers, Snake
,
Parlor Can on all trains, seats 25 cents for any cases' assault and battery, 2 murder, tant price for baskeU and what the
etc.
1 Is ally usedjjp
by distance.
OEO. DeHAVEN.
1 larceny from post office, and 1 tress end will be no man seems wise enough
the Medical Faculty. Druggists sell
G. P. A. Grand Rapids, Kick
the Bitters.
to predict.
pass on real estate.
J, C.HOLCOUB. Holland Agent

Holland

the following officers: President, J.

BOSMAN BROS.

Holland City News.
SATURDAY, July 18

1396.

Mich,

Holland,

Democratic Principles.
The

is the “Chicago Platadopted by the convention
ilield in that city last week. It is d is•tinel to become famous in the politi•cal history of the country, like its

form,”

following
as

mamesake of
a

1864, with the prospect of

like fatality to the

new party:

end that wealth may bear
due proportion of the expenses of
the government.
Wo hold that the most tflicient way
of protectingAmerican labor is to
prevent the importation of foteign
pauper labor to compete with It in the
home market, and that the value of
the home market to our American
farmers and artisans is great’y reduced
by a vicious monetary system which
denre-scs the prices of their products
below the cost of production and thus
deprives them of the means of pur
chasing the products of our home
manufactories.
Tiie absorption of wealth by the few.
the consolidation of our leading r
way systems and the formation of
trusts and pools require a stricter
control by the federal government of

perh>d have h**!! entirely satisfactory

its

ami order element iu the!
^
citotmnnltv, U.H ,„„H of
»nrt
the business and profeismualmen in desire to close out all of fast sn.srm’s
the villagi1* oi the couutv .we in favor brnM(is that are more or less out of

We, the democrats of the United
States, in national convention as- those arteries of commerce. We desembled. do reaffirm our allegianceto mand the enlargement of the powers
of the interstate commerce commisthose great essential principles of jussion and such restrictionsand guarantice and liberty upon which our institees in the control of railroads as will
tutions are founded, and which the
democratic party has advocated from protect the people from robbery and

1

'
t
^

laid to the

oppression.

I

Tu

to the law

Rcspwtfnlly fonrs-

I

i6tL.,e-

of Its reudnpi Ion. When the law went
I,U, effect the county the hr,

.

hesuM

sums were discouraging to the most Come and see!
ardent Prohibitionist.The liquor ! A special invitation Is extended to
dealers simply coined new ua mes for n,-v/,U! fr!(’,nd3rt,“i unstomersthatused

^

the viiriimatteverattes which they had
been accustomed to handling, and continued to do a rushing business.Soon

i^he

Vy GooSftS: “he"
I).

Eighth

a few prosecutions were Instituted,
and. to the surprise of almost every]

Sir.,

'

Bektscti.

Holland.

———*•

—

SMOTHERS,
-----VI
-

Do You Know
-------

most remedies for children are composed of opium or morphine

Po Tow Know

that

Po Yon Know

that in

most countriesdruggistsare not permitted to sell narcotics

Do Yon Know

that you should not permit any medicine to be given your

unless you or your physicianknow of what

Do Yon Know
its

it Is

Po You Kaow
That

.

lative to contempts in federal courts
and providingfor trials by jury in cer
tain cases of contempt.

S W’iersema and wife to N v Pluggeuhoef
6 ad i I HollandglMI.

composedf

that Castoria is a purely vegetable preparation,and that a list of T'

Ingredientsis published with every bottle
that

I

Castoriais the prescriptionof the famous Dr. Samuel Pitcher.

^

sold

*4

has been in use for nearly thirty years, and that more Castoria is now

It

childrencombinedI

of all other remedies for

Po You Know

that the Patent OfficeDepartmentof the United States,and of

||

other countries, have Issued exclusiveright to Dr. Pitcher and his assigns to use the word

-

Oaatoria

“

"

and its formula,and that to Imitatethem

Po Yon Know

that

Po You Know

is

a state

prisonoffense

t

one of the reasons for granting this governmentprotectionwas

that

^

harmless?

because Castoriahad been proven to be absolutely

35 average doses of

Castoria are furnished for

35

ceata, or one cent a dose t

Do Yon Know
tie kept well,

that

when possessedof

this

and that you may have unbroken rest

Welli those things

are

perfect preparation,your children may
I

worth knowing. They are facta.

The foe-simile

on every

is

signatureof

wrapper.

Children Cry for Pitcher’s Castoriai

meeting.
Stockholdersdesirous of presenting
names of members as candidates for
We declare that the act of 1873, deA Baker to Emma Baker pt It 1 bk 29 Holland
election rs directors can do so to the
monetizing silver without the knowlNo discriminationshould he in WHO.
Secretary, on or before July 1, 1896.
edge or approval of the American dulged in by the governmentof the
An Honest Son’s Story.
O Dok by aimtx to \V Dlekema It 13 odd 2
Holland, June 17. 1896.
people has resulted in the apprecia- United States in favor of any of its
C. A. Stevenson,Sec.
Grkenvillaoe, Pa., Jan. 23, ’96.
tion of gold ind a corresponding fall debtors. We approve of the refusal village of HarripgtonHolland SfiUO
22 5 w
in the prices of commodities produced of the fifty- third congress to pass the
Ida R Me Williams to Mary S Lillie pt se sec
Dear Sir:— Thank God there is a
by the people; a heavy Increase in the Pacific Railroad funding bill, and de- MCooporeville *4l0.
medicine that will euro catarrh. Mr.
burden of taxation and of all debts, nounce the effort of the present re
The Tower Clock shoe store is hav- Pretzlngerl used your sample box of
J Faltz to May Stevjm pt boo 12 Oilvo $500.
public and private, tiie enrichment of publican congressto enact a similar
ing a good trade. The people are find catarrh which you sent me. The first
J P Snyder to W II Snyder It 4 boo 12 A fr bcc
the money lending class at home and measure.
itur out that they are doing as they ad- night I used It it helped me. May God
13 TallmodgeJ700.
abroad, prostrationof Industry and
vert Ue. and sell at prices to suit the boss you for your kindness. I used
Recognizingthe just claims of deO A Snyder and wife to W H Snyder It 4 sec 12 poor man’s pockelbook.
impoverishment of the people.
the little box you sent me and at.oul
serving union soldiers,we heartily enWe are unalterably opposed to mo- dorse the rule of the present commis- A fr see 13 Tallmadge #700.
half of a 50 rent jar. They keep it in
nometaiism, which has locked fast sioner of pensions that no names shall
Chambersbug. 1 have told a great
For Salethe prosperity of an industrial people be arbitrarilydropped from the penmany people au
<••'>1 m. .Heine
Marriage Licenses,
Very cheap, a 25 foot steam launch.
In the paralysis of hard times. Gold sion roll, and the fact of enlistment
Hon. Squire Britt m,,. -r in-)aw
Inquire of
Ostrander, Allegan,
monometalisrn is a British policy and and service should be deemed conclu- Horinau Baamaa G->opor8vllle
to me, is using It;
. -Iping
Mich.
Its adoption has brought other nations sive evidenceagainst disease and dis- Mlnulo Bali or J
him very much; he has calar i very
John Jonaer*Holland
Into financialservitude to London. It ability before enlistment.
hod Mia. C. D. Li'dwbr,
.ter of
Pure blood is the secret of health me is using vnur ril' d . J. e.
Is not only un-American hilt antie it in
Cora Mlnaard West Virginia
MISCELLANEOUS.
Burdock
Blood
Bitters
insures
pure
American, and it can he fastened on
he < ’.• r I; g '•••''•ri
lug t.. d and
Francis J. Plant Twp Crookoty
blood.
We favor the admissionof the terri
the United States only by the stifling
am fcriiiig teller i.*,* lii.m ! have
Alla A.
“
of that spirit and love of liberty lories of New Mexico and Arizona in6'" ''sir.. My ad i>
to the union as states, and we favor Andrew Roth
‘Which proclaimedour political indeI
.-I
f •• I1
the early admission of all the territor Johanna Mayor
i.
pendence in 1776 and won it in the
ies having the necessary population Newton J. McKay Jr. Holland
war of the revolution.
and resources to entitle them to stateSIXTEEN TO-ONE. BONDS. NOTES. hood, and while they remain territor- JsannleM. Wettnore “
i ...i. . n
We demand the free and unlimited ies we hold that the officialsappointed HurbertA. Letson Coopera villa
tM
11 '! .. ... ..... . • 1 '..v,
Bertha
M.
Washburn
"
coinage of both gold and silver at the to adminster the government of any
» •\
s : ' •
present legal ratio of 16 to 1, without territory,together with the District Benjimin Bement Allendale
.1 r.it..-.!
. •• • -t :n v I- r : • t;i: die
waiting for the aid or consent of any of Columbia and Alaska, should be Phebe Hyde Twp Polkton
ii i.i i • \ v
1 ' Nr i ’ .•••
other nation. We demand that the bona fide residents of the territory of John C. Vleeera Holland
1 . .
- >. •
I
!
>1
fitandard silver dollar shall be full le- the districtin which their duties are Mary Hoffman "
i.\
' >• •
1 • M
gal tender, equally with gold, for all to be performed. The democraticpar|p*L.. • . •i
AdelbertMorey
-! <•
• d'l ''-r
debts public and private, and we fav- ty believes in home rule and that all
.
IiM.Jeaaie Libby Allegan
!
or such legislationas will prevent fjr public lands of the United States
r. ... !•••
• ’'
i MU.
the future the demonetization of any should be appropriatedto the estab- Oeorge A Allen Robinson
1 fi !'.: ‘ •
1.. i • -• .,t
i,. ,.|,|
kind of legal tender money by private lishment of free homes for American CynthiaTaylor Olive
'MV. riril.'l1
" • 1 M •.) 'I.iHi .
V. M III
contract.
citizens.
John A. Schaefer Oregon, 111
Cuui
Y .
u.
We are opoosed Ui the policy and
We recommend that the territory Minnie Alberti Holland
.‘K t. k /"I i.l noe
practice of surrenderingto the holders of Alaska be granted a delegate in Daniel H. Pltte Jenlson
A
small
sample
n U- oM iiiud by
of the obligationsof the United congress and that the general land Addle O. Cooper Orundvllle
sending a 2c. si a inn to I’re! zlnger
States the option reserved by law to and timber laws of the United States
Bros., Chemists, Davton, ()
the government of redeeming such oh be extended to said territory.
ra-

I

opium and morphine are stupefyingnarcoticpoisonsi

without labeling them poisonsf

C

admitted gold to free coinage at a
tio based upon the silver unit

that Paregoric,

Bateman'sDrops, Godfrey’s
Godfrey's Cordial,many sosxlled
socalled Soothing
Boot!
Bateman’s
Syrups, and

Jefferson’s time to our own— freedom
TAXATION* AND APPROPHIATIONS.
of speech, freedom of the press, freedom of conscience, the preservation of
We denounce the profligate waste
personal rights, the equality of all cit- of the money wrung from the people
izens before the law, and the faithful by oppressive taxation and the lavish
observance of constitutional limita- appropriationsof recent republican been 85 prosecutionsfor violation of in insurance against disease and suf
tions. During all these years the congress which have kept taxes high
fering. Burdock Blood Bitters keeps
democratic party has resisted the ten- while the labor that pays them is un- the law. Thirty two of the Illicit the blood pure, the digestion perfect.
deicy of selfish interests to the cen employed and the products of the liquor dealers were convicted, two ac
tralization of governmental power people’s toil are depressed till they no quitted, and one ca-e resulted in a
Our jeweler Stevenson has just laid
and steadfastly maintained the integ- longer repay the cost of production. disagreement, of the jury. The amount in a large and varied assortment of
rity of the dual scheme of government We demand a return to that simplicity
Leather Belts, Bicycle Belts, fine
. ostablishedby the founders of this reand economy which befits a demo of lines collectedaggregated $2,500, Pocket Books, Gold, Silver and Alumwith
$700
in
costs.
The
official
records
public of republics.Under its guid- cratic government and a reduction in
inum Buckles, Blouse Sets, Belt Pins
ance and teachings the great prin- the number of uselessoffices, the sal- show a decrease of 40 per cent In the etc. Our lady friends would do well
ciple of local self government lias lariesof which drain the substance of number of criminal cum-s on the cal- to examine his stock before buying.
found its best expression in the main- the people.
endar of the circuit court. While
tenance of the rights of the states and
FEDEKA L IN TEKFEUENCE.
JJotiwtheic is no doubt that many on either
its asse i ion of the necessity of confinWe denounce arbitrary interference
ing the general government to the exside
of
the
question
have
changed
The
annual
meeting
of the slockby federal authorities in local affairs
ercise of J he powers granted by the
hMlder* id the Ottawa County Buildas a violationof the constitutionof their views during t he last two years,
constitution of the United States.
tiie United States and a crime against it would appear to an unprejudiced ing and Loan Association will bo held
BIMETALLISM.
free institutions, and we especially observer that mi a reasonably full «‘t the office in the Ranters Book,
ill Hand, at 4 o'clock P. M., Tuesd iv.
Recognizing that the money ques- object to government by Injunction as
tion is paramount to all others at this u new and highly dangerous form of vote, local option will be sustained^' Idly 21, 1896, for the purpose of rec< iving the Eighth
h Annual Report, clccttime, we invite attention to the fact oppression, by which federal judges,
ing five directors in place of
Ycr
that the federal constitutionnamo> in contempt of the laws of the statcReal Estate Transfers.
NMiure, G. J. Van Duron, R. A. Ha
silver and gold together as the monev and rights of citizens,become at once
metals of the United States, and that legislators,judges and executioner-; J (' Post nn1 wife to E K Post and wife w W berman. J. G. Van 1’uttin and D. J.
the first coinage law passed by con- and we approve the bill passed at the ft on; ft a >j bk 12 M tpu Coll, add noliaut gW*) To Roller, whose terms of office cx
J Wiersma to O H Shaw «t al e Hi It 5 bk 3J pire at that date, and transacting such
gress under the constitution m ide the last session of the United States sen"t-her business as may come before the
silver dollar the monetary unit and ate and now pending in tiie house re Hoi la id 1 9.’0

-

T

Infants and Children.

for

Hives are not dangerous to life, but
they are a prolific breeder of misery
body, resulted in the conviction of the
and profanity. Doan’sOintment gives
illegal dealers. Since that peridd thd instant relief, even in the worst cases
law lias been more strictly enforced of this and other exasperating dis
than in any of the other counties of eases of the skin.
the state which alopted local option.
An unfailing specific for cholera
Considerable liquor continues to be morbus, cholera infantum, diarrhoea
sold by drug stores, and quantities are and all those other dangerous diseases
shipped iu to individuals from towns incident to the summer season, Is
found in Dr. Fowler's Ext. of Wild
in adjoining counties. During the Strawberiy.
two years in which local option has
Pure blood and a good digestion are
prevailed in the county there have

|>t It
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Grand Haven

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
And prepare yourselfto fill more re
rponsihle and better paying positions
Send for Catalogue.
A. S. Parish,
72 Pearl Str., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Address:
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Cosiness college
Shorthand,Typewriting and Practica
Training School,
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DR.

COOK’S
Metliod of Filling anc

•!

Kxlraoting the Teeth

i

•

1

Perfectly safe and com
paratively painless.
Denial officeover Hloui’s Bakery SthSt

i:

CROSBY TRANSPORTATION
COMPANY-

Piles!

Piles!

Dr

Williams’ Indian Pi .e Ointment will out
blind bleeding,ulcerated and itching pUes. ]
adsorbs the turners, allays the Itchingat ono<

ligations In either silver coin or gold
We declare it to be the unwritten
Sale.
coin.
law of this republic, establishedby
One Minute Cough Cim touches
We are oppised to the issuing of in- custom and usage of a hundred years, T'kEFAULT HAVING BEEN BADE IN THE
the right spot. It n|sn touches it. at
mg on the private pans, and not!
terest-bearingbonds of the United and sanctionedby the examples of the U conditions of payment of a certainmortgage
the right time if \ou take it when you Ing else. Evan
tv box Is guaranteed. Sold b
States in time of Deace, and condemn greatest and wisest of those who made and executedby Marlin O. Caawelland Stnirs. Nyack and Wisconsin. have a cough or cold. Seethe point? druggists,sentt by mail, for $1.00 per box. Wil
Hams M’f’gCo ___
_, Cleveland,
__ _____ ^ w>
the trafficking with banking syndi- founded and have maintained our George W. Caswell, of the townihlp of Holland,
Propr’s,
O.
Then don’t cough.
cates. which. In exchange for bonds, government that no man shall be county of Ottawa and state of Michigan,parties
Leave Grand Haven every night,
in^d ld °n R 8naniDU*
°- Doe,t,arg' Ho
Lawrence Kkamkk.
and atari enormous profit to them- elig'b'efor a third term of the presi- of tho first part, to Jacob Van der Ven, of the except Sunday, at 11:15 p. in., and arcity of Grand Rapids, county of Kent and state rive every morning, except Sunday at
selves, supply the federal treasury dential office.
wltn gold to maintain the policy
.....
of : We extend our sympathy to the of Michigan, party of the second part, dated 5:00 a. m.
on the 25th day of January, A. D. 1892, and re{fold
_______
______
Leave Milwaukee every night, ex1 people of Cuba In their heroicstruggle
corded in the office of the Registerof Deeds of cept Saturday, at 9:00 p. m.,and arCongress alone has the power to | for liberty and independence,
coin and issue money, an I President We are opposed to life tenure In the Ottawa county, Michigan, on the first day of rive every morning except Monday at
Jackson declared that this power public service. We favor appoint- February, A. I) 1892, In liber 44 of Mortgages, 6:00 a. m.
Connections from Holland via the
C0«
10 corporations uients based upon merit, fixed terms on Fags 109; on which mortgage there
“Every season, from the time I At the
or Individuals.We therefore demand | "f office, and such an administration la claimed to bo duo at tho time of this no- C. & W. M„ at Grand Haven.
was two years old, I suffered dread•that the power to issue notes to cir of the civil service laws as will afford tice the snm of One Hundred Slxty-flreDollars
fully faom erysipelas, which kept
culate as money be taken from the equal opportunities to all citizens of and Fifty Cents besides an attjmey fee of Fifteen Dollars,providedfor by law; and no
growing worse until my hands were
catlonal banks and that all paper ascertained fitness,
cioney shall he issued directly by the 1 The federal government should care suit or proceedingshaving been instituted at
almost useless. The bones softened
•treasury department, and he redeem | for and Improve the Mississippi River law or in equity to recoverthe debt secured by
so that they would bend, and several
able in coin CAIJV4
and receivablefor all ; and other great waterways of the re- said mortgage, or any part of It:
of my fingers are now crooked from Good and Substantial meal
debts, public anil private.
Notice la thereforehereby given, that by virpublic, so as to secure for the interior
this cause. On my
lunches a
tue
of
the
power
of
sale
in
said
mortgage
states
cheap VI
transportation
TARIFF.
--- 1 j easy and wivsuy
uunpui I/a LIUII
contained,and the statute In snob case made
hand 1 carry large reasonableprices.
We hold that tariff duties should be !
, ,WfeD J1^
fwaterway
aad provided,said mortgage will bo foreclosedby
scars, which, but for
levied forpurposes of revenue.suchdu-1 anJ? t/» Pf^m»n3 of18luflJc,.eflt
tipa to
tn be
tu. um uHtiictosi
... operate
________ Anoc to demand aid of the govern- sale at public vendue of the mortgaged premises,
- ties
so adjusted as to
Vanderllaar Bl lg., Eighth Street.
over Vanpell’e Harness Store. Fitting
equally throughout the country and ment such aid should be extended up- or so much thereof as msy be necessary to pay Office
glassesfor the cure of hea laches and all diffithe
amount
doe
on
said
mortgage
with
on
a
definite
plan
of
continuous
work
not discriminatebetween classes or
cult cages.
of foreclosure
iw.wiuauiBand
ouu sale,
Bate, Inm- Office days Monday1 sod Tuesday , at Holland.
sections, and that taxation should be until permanent improvement is se- Interestand costa u.
Sarsaparilla, would
olndiug an attorney fee of FifteenDollars, said Wednesday and Thursdayat the Cutler Boose
limited by the needs of the govern cured.
be sores, provided I
Confiding in the justice of our cause •"••o'*1- >>'*« *• “«
inent, honest1v and economically ad•< the Phvsloiansof this place or to anyOouds' in
L°
'was alive and able
and
the
necessity
of
its
success
at
the
the
Ottawa
County
Conrt
Homs,
at the olty of Grand Rapids.
ministered. We denounce as disturb
to carry anything.
EXAMINATION FREE.
Ing to business the republican threat polls, we submit the foregoing declar- Grand Haveu, Ottawa County, Michigan, (that
ation
of
principles
and
purposes
to
the
being
the
place
where
the
circuit
court
for
the
Eight
bottles of
I call at year home only when re ]ni sted
to restore the McKinley law which
Ayer’s Sarsaparillacured me, so
has been twice condemned by the peo considerate judgment of the American eouuty of Ottawa is holden) on
pie in nationalelections and which people. We invite the support of all Monday, the Twelfth day of October,A. D. 1896, firs.
that I have had no return of the
enacted un ier the false plea of protec- citizens who approve them and who at 10 o'clockIn the forenoonof said day. The
disease for more than twenty years.
desire
to
have
them
made
effective
Hettie
tion to home Industry, proved a pro
said mortgagedpremises to bo sold being deThe
first bottle seemed to reach the
line breeder of trusts and monopolies, through legislation for the relief of scribed in said morigage as all that certain
spot and & persistent use of it has
enriched the few at the expense of the people, and the restoration of the piece or parcel of land situated In tba townperfectedthe cure.’-O. C. Davis.
the many, restricted trade and de- co in try ’s prosperity.
ship of Holland, Connty of Ottawa and State of
- prived the producers of tin great
Is the
.
gifted artist of Wautoma, Wis.
Michigan, known and describedas follows :
American staples of access to their
Grand R apids. Mich.,
Local Option.
The south half of the north half of the sonthnatural markets. Until the money
who paints your por
weet quarter of section numbered ten (10), In
After
two
years
of
local
option
Allequestion Is sett led, we are opposed to
trait and fills It full of
township numbered five (0) north of range sixany agitation for further changes in gan county will again vote on the
teen (10) west, containing according to United
our tariff laws, accept such as are ne- question. At a session of the board
States survey, forty (40) acres of land, more or
cessary to make up the deficit in rev
of supervisors last week, specially Ms.
enue caused by the adverse decision of
ONLY WORLD’S FAIR
Dated Holland, July l&th, A. D. 1600. the supreme court on the Income tax. called for the purpose, the petitions
Jacob Vast dxb Ven, Mortgagee.
But for this decision by the supreme praying for a special election were
G. J. Dieklma, Attorney for Mortgagee. '
court there would be no deficit in the duly considered,and Monday, Aug.
96-11 w
AYER'S PILLS Promote Good Digoation.
. revenue. The law was passed by a
17, was set as the day for the people
democratic congress in strict pursuThe finest line of Pocket Books ever
ance of the uniform decisions of that to decide whether or not Allegan councourt for nearly one hundred yeire- ty shall continue to be “dry M Says a brought to this city, to be seen at Stetbat court having under that decision correspondentof the Detroit Journal, venson’s Jewelry store.
I.
.......
sustained constitutional objections to
Will be in Holland again Sept. 12 to 15
In reviewing the situation:“It has
Its enactment whlc’i had been over
anyone wishing one of
ruled by the ablest judges who have been claimed by^those opposed to the
HARROUN’8 Lovely Portraits,
The services of a first-class
ever sat on that bench. We dec’a-e law that there is widespread dissatso true in likeness and expression,
that It is the duty of congress to use isfaction with the existing condition When Bahr was sick, we gave her Casterl*
\ Please drop a card In the Post
all the constitutionalpower which
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
Office and MR.
will
of affairs, and that a vote on the ques
remains after that decision, or which
Call
'-•1UI on
When she became Mias, she dung to Cartorta.
call and see you with samples on
tion
will
result
In
a
victory
for
licensed
»y come from Its reversal by th >
next
trip.
When ahe had Children,she gar. them Castoria.
. -rt*. as it may hereafterbe const!
saloons. On the other band the friends
uted, so that the burdens of taxa-
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A Sufferer
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Cured

HEARTY

new

Central
Restaurant*

—

Ai&aiArr.
«

^

v

always. Aleo

Dr. A. B. Lee,

SCIENTIFIC OPTICIAN.

AYER’S

«**

NOVELTY BARREL

MSKlSiM.

Spray Pumps

H

Harroun

AYER’S

LIFE,

BH

HEALTH

and BEAUTY.

MR.

W. HARROUN
MRS

m

^XSarsaparilla

If You

Need

— DENTIST—

HARROUN
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MONROE STREET, Dr. A. Lambert,
Grand Rapldt, Mich.

Cor. 8th and River Sts., above Hollaud
City State Bank.

J. Vail LatldegeflC
Holland, Mich.
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BIG DAY AT DETROIT.

'
&. •

lateTMtlnf News from Various Sllchlffaa vacvatloa of the City by the BritishCel*
Localities.
ebroted la Stirring Fashion.
I Several hundred boys and girla find Detroit, July 13.— Evacuation day
employment in the berry patchee In the waa celebrated here Saturday with a
vicinity of Spring Lake,
burst of patriotism that Is seldom witj The tournament of the Upper Penin* nessed on any national occasion. It
aula Firemen’*association will be held waa the hundredth anniversary of the
at Sault Ste. Marie August 4, 5 and 6.
evacuation of Detroit and of the United
John W. Higgs, who published the States after the war of the American
| Lansing Democrat from 1862 to 1866,
revolution.Detroit was the last city
‘ died at his home in Lansing Tuesday, held at the close of the war, and it was
nged 58 years.
not evacuated at once, although the
Albion men ore mowing the weeds treaty of peace was concludedin 1783.
that grow in the bed of the Kolamoroo For 13 years Great Britain held Detroit
river above the city. The object ia to as an outpost, Tceeping her regular miliprevent contamination of the water tia in old Fort Lemoult. It waa a happy
supply:
coincidence that the celebration of SatThe Flint, Fenton nnd Owoaao com- urday was held on the very spot whence
manderies of the Knights Templar will the British regulars marched out of
hold a week’s encampment at Long America forever on July 11, 1790. It
Lake, Genesee county, beginning Aug- is the site of the new Detroit post office
ust 10.
nnd federalbuilding and the old site of
Heirs will contest a deed by which Fort Lernoult, later named Fort Shelby.
The exercises began with a public
Edward S. Peddiford, just before his
death at Battle Creek sanitarium, trans- mass-meeting at 10:30 o’clock In the
ferred his farm, worth $12,000, to the new federal building, which is still incomplete. It was packed to the doors
trustee* of that institution.
A Dowagiac man has invented a gar- and windows with on eager people,
bage burner which, it is claimed, solves while the platform was filled with pathe sewage problem in country town*, triotic societies, such as the Loyal Leand a stock company may be formed at gion, the G. A.-'/IL,Daughters of the

Bargains

I
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if

f

5

1

in

f>'

K-

Parasols
$2.25 Parasols

85c
$3.00

“

1

'

at

................$1.25

“

............

:

.....

5(c

................J1.50

A Few more nice Capes at one-half price and
many other bargains.

NOTIRR

that place to engage in

its

manufacture. American Revolutionnnd the Sons

GASOLINE
STOVES.
WE OFFER
burner stove at $2.50.
2 burner stove at $3.00.
3 burner stove at $3.50.
1

Only a limited quantity

RANTERS BROS.

ol

Farm thieves in Berrien county steal the American Revolution, at whose
grain from barns by the wagon load, suggestionthe celebration of the day
took place. Distinguished guests from
throughout the state, nnd several from
other states occupiedplaces of prominence on the platform. Gen. R. A. Alger presided ns chairman, and delivTlie four tli annual Methodist camp
ered an address fervid with patriotic
meetingof the Ionia district will be held
sentiments. He was applaudedat every
at Lon<{ lake, Ionia county, beginning
sentence.
Thursday, August f>. Bishop Ninde, of
The orator of the day was Senatoi
Detroit, nnd Evangelists Comnlly and
Julius Caesar Burrows, of Michigan,
McLachlin are advertised ns specialatwho spoke on the significance of the
tractions.
occasion nnd of the celebration.He
enter cellars and carry off barrels of
pork, and kill nnd dross cattle in the
fields, leaving the hides, horns and
hoofs ns evidence of their visits.

G.VAN PUTTEN
calls the attention of the public to his summer line of dry
goods. The following are only a few of the bargains

which he

THE CROPS.
EnconragincRopoi-ta of Their Condition

oilers:

In This State.
Lansing, July 10.— -Wheat, according
Fine line of LiidiesShirt Waists from ........................... 50c to $1.00
to tiie Michigan crop ro|>ort issued by
Shirt Waist Sets from ..............................................
10cto;t5c
Belt Pins and Belt Buckles from ....................................6c to 25c the secretary of state Wednesday, shows
a marked increase both in acreage and
Latest Styles in Ladies Neck Wear.
Ladies Hose from .........................................
5c to 50c a pair condition over n year ago. The average
Gents’ Half Hose from ............................. .......... 5c to o0c a pair yield per acre is estimated at 12.44 bushChildren’s Hose a Specially.
els, an increase of 2.5(i bushels. The
Ladies Vests with and without Sleeves, from ........................
5c to 75c increased acreage is nearly 15 per cent.
Gent*’ Colored Merino and Fine Gauze Underwear at ......................
25c
Corn is estimatedto yield 08 j>er cent,
Boys’ Silver Gray Ribbed Underwear at ................................. 25c
of an average crop, oats 100 per cent,
Children’s Gauze Underwear at all prices.
and potatoes 04 per cent. Compared
with average years, the area planted
Besides these bargains we can show you prints, cottons, to beans is 94 per cent. The condition
of meadows and pastures ranges from
outing flannels, ginghams, percales, laces
embroider- 75 to 80 percent, of the average.Apples
promise slightly more and peaches
ies at prices that can compete with any firm in this city.
slightlyless than an average crop.
Decatur.July 10.— The threshing of
the wheat crop of southern Michigan
, curat- -•
is now well under way, and some of the
Tb0 0Ely r,ar9*
reliabla Fomalo FIRnew grain is coming into market. The
ever offered to Lmlisr
especially rerorr.u:eni'. berry is plump and hard, and averages
..
, - — - -- - --- ------ * » —
w . ed .....
to married
JR-li— nearly 01 pounds to the measured bushiAek for DB. HOST’S PSITa SfiCOVAl PILLS and take no oOm- el. The damage done by rust is fully
Send for circular. Piico 51.00 per box, 0 boxcaior^j j.
CO., - Cleveland, O v,. ns much as first estimated, the yield of
For Sale by J. O. DOESBURG. Also a full line of Patent- Medicines, heavy soil suffering the larger percentTrusses, Shoulder Brtces, Spectacles. Paints and Oils. Brushes,Fine Cigars age of loss. In many localities grassand choice lot of Perfumeries.
hoppers caused considerable injury, but
the best wheat-growing districts were
little affected. Threshers report they
yield from 12 to 16 bushels per acre,
the latter figure being slightlyexceeded in some instances.
Niles, July 10. — Farmers throughout
southwesternMichigan have about completed threshing their wheat. This
work is at least two weeks ahead of
time. The crop is only about oneseventh what it should have been.
Many fields of wheat tinat usually averaged 30 to 35 bushels to the acre this
Entire stock oftyear only yielded five to six bushels.
Many shocks of wheat were unfit to
thresh.

and

I;

PENNYBCYAL

FILLS."

DR. MOTT’S CHEMICAL

Closing out

FOR CASH.

m

paid bis respects to the British people
and said they left Detroit 100 years age
never to return ns rulers of the nation.
Col. Henry M. Duffield, of this city,
gave n historicaladdress on the fact’
relative to the evacuationof Detroit,
At the close of the programme I’resldent Angel I, of the University of Michigan, was called upon fora speech, nnd
he spoke eloquently.Dr. Angell picked
up nnd held to view the old spyglass ol
Commodore Berry, the hero of the Lake
Erie naval engagement, and declared
that as a native of Rhode Island, the
state which Perry hailed from, he could
not refuse to add tribute to the American heroes of those early days. Ho alluded to the slownesswhich England
had shown in recognizing American independence and the institutionsof th*
republic, but referred also to the several institutions,legal and otherwise,
which the United States had inherited
from the mother country and which did
not leave us when the British evacuated Detroit.
\
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Spring Goods!
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Sunday, May aist. Train will leave
le
HOME.
Holland at 10:80 a. m., and arrive at
fact for those who Grand Rapids at 11:80. Returning,
Win
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and Finishing Materials

CALL ON-
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PILLS of

CHEAPER

Latb,

Shingles,

Paul A. Stekelee.

FOR CHEAP BEDROOM SUITS.

WALL
GREAT

Takken

!

GO TO

S. Reiflsema,

has bolted the Chicago convention's
platform and candidatesand declares
independence of all party organirations, although it will in the future
give preference to candidates of democratic antecedents and democratic

President Angell's GrandsonDrowned.
Traverse City, July 15.— The 11 yearold grandson of PreaidentAngell, of
Ann Arbor university, whose home is
at Detroit,waa drowned Tuesday while
swimming at Kdgewood, a summer resort near this city.

Will be almost a
take advantage of the very low rate special trains will leave at 7:00 p. m.,
excursion
...... .......
to Grand
.......Rapids
iWl_ via C. & and 11:30 p. m. Round trip 50c. Bi- view*.
W. M. U’yon May 30th. Good way cycles and baby cabs free. The city
Fata ot Two Womta.
to celebrate Memorial Day. Tickeis is very attractive now and will be
Tonnir Man Killed.
Traverse City, July 15.— Mrs. Wilwill cost only 50c.
more so on above date.
Menominee, July 15.— Albert Thurliam Foster and Mrs. George ThomprGEO. DkIIAVEN, 0. P. A.
GEO. DeIIAVEN, G.P. A.
ban, aged 24, an employe of the Meson, prominent residents of Manton,
18 — 2W.
18— 2w.
nominee River Brewing company, was
were thrown from a carriage and Inthrown from a wagon here and almost
stantly killed in a runaway Tuesday.
instantly killed.

.

Bert siaon,

REVIVO

P.iper Hanging,

Calcimiug,

RESTORES

House Painting,
Inside FinishingJ

VITALITY.

also sell wall piper at a remarkable
low figure. Samples submitted and
estimates giv< 11 on uil jobs.
I

Made®.

Cor. College Aumie aid Thirteenth 8t. i§tD*y.

ell
16th Day.

“Give me p liver gulator and I
can repula’c the w rid.” said a genius. rl m* druggist handed him a boti-

Link Earl/ Risers,

tle i.fDt* Win. s
ti

e

famous

little pills

La

THE

GREAT

of

>

—

-
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Mtan

Me*

30th Day.

FRENCH REMEDY,
Produces the above results in 30

LAYS. It sets

powerfully and quickly. Cures when all others

whence Kkamek.

fail.

Young men and old men

youthful vigor by using

Don’t Invite disappointmentby
experlmenl ing. Depend upon One

will

recover their

REVIVO.

It qukkljr

and surely restoresfrom effects of self-abuseor

excess and indiscretionsLost Manhood. Lost
Minute Cough Cure and you nave immediate relief. h cures cioup. The Vitality,Impotency,NightlyEmissions, Lost
cnly harmlessremedy taut produces Power of either sex. Failing Memory, Wasting
Diseases. Insomnia, Nervousness, which unfits
mmedlate results.

Lawrence Kramer.

one for study, business or marriage.It not oahf
cures by startingat the seat of diserse,but

J. W. Pierce. Republic, la., says:
“I have used One Minute Cough Cure
In my family and for myself, with results so entirely satisfactorythat I
can half ly find words to express myself, as to its merit. I will oever fail

is

&

Great Nerve Toaic and Blood-Builder
and restores both vitality and strength to tbei
muscular and nervous system, bringing back;
the pink gtow to pale cheeks and restoringthfe
fln el youth. It wards off laaaaity and Con-

sumption. Accept no substitute. Insist on having REVIVO, no other. It can be carriedin rest
Lawrence Kramer. pocket. By mail, fi.ee per package, in plaJm
wrapper, or aix tor S3.ee, with a peeitive wrtto
It not only is so, it must be so, One tea guarantee to cure er refund the looey tm
Minute Cough Cure acts quickly, and every package. For free circularaddresa

to

recommend It to others, on every

occasion that presents

that’s

what makes

it

Itself.

n

go.

Lawrence Kramer.

CO., CHICAGO, ILL
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ROYAL MEDICINE
For
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Easy Chairs, Writing Desks, Upholstered Rockers,
Parlor Suits, Hanging Lamps, Water Colors, Land-

pass the reviewing stand, where sal
Gen. Alger and the high functionaries
Gov. Rich nnd his military staff par-

j

i

finest line of
lu the city.

Curteins

Come

.

•

Lace and Chenille

Are Tht Best On Earth.

fy]

I

and Carpets.

Latest patternsand styles.

During the exercises a brass tablet
erected on one side of the entrance ol
the federal building was unveiled by
Gen. Alger before thousands of people
while a new American flag was unfurled
to the breeze and the revenue cultei
Fessenden fired a salute of 20 gum
from its place on the Detroitriver.
The feature of the afternoon was o
gigantic military parade, such as th<
Among them are the Nos. 98 and 99,
city has rarely seen. It was participated in by United States regulars,by Wood and Steel Beam Plows, fitted with
a regimentof state troops, several cade! non-breakable steel standards. Also
companies nnd other organizations. II the celebrated No. 40 and similar patterna.
Look out for imitationsand
took two hours for the vast processioc
to completeits comparatively short lin« Buy Only Of The Regular OLIVER Agents.
of march nnd required45 minutes i«j

ticipatedIn the parade.
The parade drew out a vast oonooursf
of people; 20,000 were packed in front
LANSING
FAILS.
of the city hall when the parade moved1
After a Long Run the People's Havings by. and the crowd was so dense that!
Hats, Caps and Furnishing Goods, regardlessof
Concern < lo.es Its Doors.
street ear traffic was blockaded and thn
Lansing, July 14.— The closing of the parade stopped for several minutes, fl
cost.
for Bargains.
People’s savings bank Monday marks was a patrioticcrowd, and ns the prothe second bank failure in this city cession passed cheer after cheer rent
since the beginning of 1893. To the gen- the air. and the national colors were
eral public the failure of the bank to waved aloft by people on the roofs ol
open ft* doors Monday morning was a buildings.
great surprise,but to business men who
The programme of the day concluded
had been aware of the condition of the at night with fireworks nnd illuminainstitution for some months the result tions from the municipal buildings,
was not unexpected. Application was while severalprivate receptionswere be
at once made for the appointmentof a ing held in honor of the distinguished
receiver, and Seymour Foster, of this guests. Gov. O’Ferrnll,of Virginia,wai
city, was selected by Judge Perfion. to have been orator of the day, but wai
The failure of the Barns institution unavoidably detained.
Brick Store west
and the Central Michigan savings bank
of Opera House.
in 1893 weakened the People’sbank and
UNION SPY DEAD.
Elfllltll
left it an easy prey to its creditors, who
have steadily been making heavy de- Jamea H. Rherman, One of McDowell’i
Guides. 1‘aaaea Away.
mands upon it for nearly a year. It has
Handsome patterns, new styles $10.00 and up. Very heavy carved,
Charlotte,
July ^5. — .lames Hervey
been the depository of the city’s funds
24x30 plate, solid oak for only $15.00.
nnd subject to large drafts recently Sherman, who was a spy in the union
upon that account. The total amount army, died at his home in this city sevTHE FINEST SELECTIONS OF
due depositors has dwindledto less thaa eral days ago. He was a New Yorker
$130,000 nnd less than $40,000of this by birth, but. attaining manhood, hu
Ingrain, Tapestry, Brussels and Moquettes
amount are savings deposits. The removed to Virginia,where he accumuEVER EXHIBITED IN THE CITY.
bank's liabilities and assets have not lated n large fortune, which was afterbeen determined by th- state banking wards entirely swept away by the war.
commissioner,but ns the capital stock Mr. Sherman was loyal to the union
Bicycles sold cheaper than any other place.
of the institution is $150,000 and the cause, nnd on account of his accurate
PAPER. LACE CURTAINS,
SHADES.
stockholders are personally responsible knowledge of the country he became
IN
QUANTITIES.
MY STOCK BEFOREto that amount it is thought that the a guide to McDowell’s division of the
BUYING ELSEWHERE.
88*
dejiositorswill realize the full amount Army of the Potomac, and afterward
entered the secret service under Gen.
of their certificates.
Baker, of whom he was a trusted lieunig Sale of Scrap Iron.
tenant in many expeditions nnd became
Houghton, July 13.— The Calumet & his friend. During one of these trips
DR. MOTT}
KEBVBUKE Hecla mine has sold its accumulation near his old home his presencewas
scrap iron, weighing over betrayed by an old neighbor, and SherTh«fmi!*ra<Mirforoemraa
! 20,000 tons, for about $100,000.
man w as captured by Mosby’s men and
The lot includes much valuable ma- was reported hanged. Instead of being
chinery, costing upwards of $1,000,000 executed he was taken to Richmond.
^pUonr2S7«:e^hfl
when new, and considerable of which He was confined ten months in Castle
ha« never been used at nil. The lot Thunder, and after 13 months more at
For Sale b,
)y J. O. DOESBURG. Also a full line of Patent Medicines. Truswill fill ten large lake vessels when the Salisbury (N.C.) prison he effected
iea, Shoulder Braces, Spectacles, Paints and Oils, Brushes, Fine Cigare. and
sent to Buffalo.
his escape and reported to his chief
choice lot of Perfumeries.
Ferfum
for duty, continuing in that service unQuite the Party.
Detroit, July 13.— The Detroit Free til the close of the war. He waa 76 years
Press, which has always been a stal- old, and leaves a widow and four chilEXCURSION
wart, leading journal ot the democracy, dren.
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Editor.

/.era against ttje combined forces of re-

pudiation anw disorder. When once
this dangerc/selement has been
stamped ou/at the polls by an indignant people we can again divide and
discuss these questions which for gen*
stations have kept alive the two great
political parties."

Republican Nominations.
Fur President

WILLIAM MCKINLEY,
tf Ohio.

For Vice President

GARRETT

A. HOBART,
of Kew Jertej.

For Member of Congress, Fifth District—

WILLIAM
of

A.

Grand Rapids.

'•Democratic—In
And

SMITH,

Name

Only.’

for the rest truly Populistic.

Such Is the verdict of the leading:
Democratic pre rs throughout the land
upon the result cf the Chicago contention.

sy.

Wm. E.

Russell, Massachusetts—
“The dour Is open for division,defeat,
dishonor. We see new faces and new
principles urging us on, hut we have
noo yet crossed the threshold. May
God save us from the fatal step.”
Col. Fellows, New York— “We ask
you to real tne hist ory of commercial
nations. We ask you to study the
laws which have governed the currency. We refer you to the periods when
coinage systems have been changed,
and wc ask you, judging from these,
if you are to be assured that your demand now will bring you at y relief?
And in your mad enthusiasm,as if you
had taken up the cry of the howling
dervish of the east, who dance around
the graves nf their kind— you merely
answer, “letol." It Is a tissue of
populistic and anarchisticnotions,
compiled by men who have no claim to
recognition as statesmen, nor even as
politicians,but who are frenzied fan
atics'. I cannot see how I can support
it or ary man who stands upon it."

and Holland furniture factories— the
Under the conditionsId Macatawa
former nearly 300 strong. TheCalcony Bay the exposure of the sewage to the
of ex- mayor Kan ters* residence had air in thewater, to be oxidized, seems
been selected as the reviewing stand a very far fetched and Insufficient
and was beautifully decorated for the means to reach the result.
occasioo. The parade was witnessed
Tt is found that where fresh waters
by thousands,a large number having are agitated by winds or currents,or
come from the resorts to view the pro- flow over rocky bottom in water falls,
cession. Id all there were over one they are capable of receiving and purfying a much larger quantityof sewthousand men In line. At the busi- age than would be the case if a still
ness meeting on Thursday afternoon body of water undisturbedwere used
resolutions were adopted tendering for absorbingthe wastes. The reason
thanks to the state officials,the com- for his Is obvious. The air has a larger measure of access to the water,
rads of the G. A. R., the press and
and can continuallyre-supply the excitizens of Holland,and especially to haustion produced by the oxidizing
t

tre?,.

A bicycle track between
Holland and Grand

Rapids
Has created considerable talk of late, but not us much
us tte

the local Camp for their hospitable en- process.”

tertainment. The election of

The conditionsstated do not exist
lake. There is very little flow
Commander— II. E. Condin, Rock- into it from streams, probably not
ford.
much if any more than to compensate
Senior Vice commander— W. A. Holfor the surface evaporation.
ley, Holland.
Junior Vice commander— Thomas “The area and soundingsof lake Macatawa from the chart of the U. S.
F. Stockton.Flint.
Council— J, D. Crawford. Lowell: F. survey give approximatelya costents
E. Munger, Dundee; A. C. Stow, Fenn- of 1440 million cubic feet of water conresulted as follows:

ofllcers

in our

New

Dry

of

Goods Store

John Vandersluis

tained.”

ville.

AT THIS STORE YOU FIND

Delegates-at-Large
to National EnComputations of this kind have an
And as such, both platform and
campment, Louisville,Ky.— George E.
air of great exactness of calculation.
nominees are being condemned and
Cogshall, Grand Rapids.
A line of Dry Goods right up to date.
Delegates— Dr. J. A. Mabbs, Hol- Was any account made #f the fact that
rejected.
Dr. G. K. Johnson,Grand Rapids— land; G. T. Chapel, Rockford
You receive prompt ami curtemis treatment.
the
waters
of
Lake
Michigan
and
of
There is but little doubt that the “1 regard the platform as undemocratTheir prices are always reasonable.
our
lake
are
three
or
four
feet
lower
Next
year’s
meeting
will
be
held
In
Populists at their national convention ic, unsound and dangerous, and I scorn
They have no old chestnutsto work oil' at a little disthan when the survey was made? This
Flint.
count.
in St. Louis next week will set their it."
5. Whenever you come ^heir they have something new
would
cut
the
amount,
of
water
stated
The
encampment
breaks
up
this
stamp of approvalupon everything
Gov. Flower, New York— “It is a
to show you.
that their Chicago colleagueshave crazy quilt of anarchy, and an out- (Friday) afternoon, the parting feature at least fifty per cent short, and when
come
of
incompetent
and
brainless
being an excursion to the resorts, the remainder Is again divided by
done. Hence in the campaign now
We want this store to he a credit r<> the growing city
fools and far atics. I never will cast a
of Holland.
upon us it will be the Republican par- vote for such a platform or for such a where the boys will be tenderedan ex- thiee, as that part of the lake Into
which the sewage Is to be discharged
hibition by the life saving crew.
ty against the field— the field of free ticket."
Come in and see the beaulifiii im a outing 11 umel just
A very pleasant thing to record in is not to exceed one-third of the sur
opened up at
silver and free riot.
connection with the encampment is face, you will find the dilution is rather
At least such is the interpretation
E'sewhere In this issue we publish
the satisfaction expressedby the visi delusive.
pot upon the Chicago platformby the
the Chicago platform in full, and ask
In Chicago with a thousand times
tors with the manner in which they
Influential Democratic papers of the
in its behalf a careful perusal. A most
have been received and entertained greater chance for dilution of sewage,
country, and by the foremost men in
objectionable part of it is the so-called
A new line of I aid Dross Goods at V per >d. They arc
here by their comrade and the courtes- the taint which got into the outsbore
the party.
“Altgeld plank,'1 In which the adminhandsome.
ies extended to them by our citizens intakeofthe water works, cause! an
We have before us a list of over one
Yours for New Goods,
istrationof President Cleveland is reepidemic of typhoid fever in the city.
hundred Democratic papers published
generally.
proached with unconstitutional
and
So much for the harmlessnessof diluIn commercial centres north and south,
wilful c interferencewith “local af- For The Holland Citt News.
ted sewage.
it and west, that have repudiated in
fairs" on account of the well known
The Proposed Sewerage Sys- Another Important element in the
atrong terms this new Democratic deprocedurein the Chicago strike riots
tem.
dilution process, is the fact thatabout
parture, and denounce the cardinal
of 1B94. The convention thus took the
principles of the platform as unpatri
Mu. Editor:— Will 3011 give space four months in the year our lake Is
preposterousstandpoint of Gov. Altsealed up under a coat of Ice. During
Otic and revolutionary:
geld that the federal government must for an examination of the sewerage
Jklmt Free Press— If the platform of stand idly by when national laws are system, proposed for the city of Hol- this time the sewage discharge conthe convention should become the
land by Messrs. Alvord and Shields? tinues just the same, but there are no
settled policy of the nation, it would violated and permit the inteiference
The points of criticism will be stated winds and waves to supply air to furn'
precipitate upon the businessand in- with the transmission of malls and inN. B. Inspect that new serge we sell for 3i»c per yd
ish oxygen to decompose the sewage.
dust
lustries of 1 be country such disaster terstate commerce in case the govern as brieflyas possible, to place them
And in the spring after the lake has
as never yet befell them. It is felt
before the public for examination and
nor of the state where the riot tabes
been
sealed up all winter, we have to
that not only national honor and rediscussion.
putation are at stake, but the founda- place neglects or refuses to demand the
cut ice for summer use from water
“The outlet for this entire system
tions of industrial prospeiity.
Inteiferetce of the government. This
only a few feet above this mass of unIn dry weather is located at the foot of
N. Y. 2Imes— It is an opinion widely means that Uncle Sam bas no right of Eighth street, and extends 1,400 feet decomposed sewage.
held that within a short time the up- interference if the governoris a dema- into the water of Macatawa Bay by
It was believed until people learned
rising of the American people against gogue who sympathizes with the riot- means of an iron pipe ten inches in dibetter that pure ice could be cut from
the party of Altgeld and Tillman will
ers and finds it to his advantage to ameter, laid beneath the bed of the
impure water, the freezing destroying
he so decisive and overwhelming as to
lake.”
leave the democracy free from the leave them undisturbed.With the
Next door to Kieklntthe harmful bacteria. But now after
The outlet is to be placed In Black
rabble that has temporarilyoverrun same right President Lincoln could
fatal experience of the falsity of this
Its domain. Free silver will he beaten have been accused of violationof the Lake at the point where most of the
idea, the sale of ice suspected of taint
by the saving common sense of the
veld’s Bookstore.
constitution because he sent the feder- ice used In the city, Is usually cut, so
wery classesto which the demagogues
of sewage is prohibited in Chicago unthat
all
the
sewage
of
the
city
will
be
appeal. But the defeat must he so de- al army into the rebellious southern
der severe penalties.
6 Fine cups and sauesrs .................................
qa.
cisive in the popular majority against states without request of the gover deposited at tno bottom of that part
And
it is not merely a question of 6 Good dinner plates ................................................. 'on..
it, that the thing will never raise its nors of these states.
of the lake upon which we depend for
6 Nice soup bowls ...........................
.........................
cutting off our local ice supply, but of
bead again.
6 Good fruit saucers ..............................^ ......................
olv
In this connection should also be our ice supply.
N. Y. /Sun— Free silver coinage considered the plank which opposes a All sewers above 18 inches diameter forever destroying the possibilityof 2 Quart glass pitcher ................................ ” ......... ......
establishing the business of cutting 2 Good glass tumblers .................................................
would he national dishonor. Silver
“life tenure In the public service," to be of brick, egg shaped in sections,
jrJ. .;nH
bas had Its day as a money standard.
ice on our lake for export. The ice Vegetable dishes ...............................‘ ...... /(w.' w*
The commerce of civllUfetlon,which which is intended as a rebuke to the the largest 26 Inches wide, 39 inches crop of our lake If properly harvested, Large iron stone China pitchers ....................... ..... ’.]0c,’ 12c and 20c
Glass butter dish ..................................................10(,
bas used as a medium of exchange federal judiciary.Should the new par deep.
would be worth, in good seasons,at Glass creamer,spooner or sugar, each. .............. ....................
pretty much everythingfrom shells to tyof Altgeld and Tillman ccme into
This means a brick sewer of that
least 8100,000.
Glass Berry
...................... ..
the higher metals, bas progressed besize through Eighth street.
For these, and other reasons,which Tin Pans ................................................
ond silver. The silver campaign is power, we may look for a reconstrucor to 10c
This plan involves great expense,
fu- in«*
based on delusions which have no jus- tion of our courts, in sympathy with
I cannot ask room to state, I do not Stone milk crocks .....................................
breaking up our principal' business
tiflcationand on statementswhich are the new regime.
Teakettles ................................................ 25c to 30c
believe it wise to carry Into effect the
Silver plated knives and forks, each
iaa
not so. From now until the night of
stree- , and the size seems unnecessari
plans submitted.As an old citizen Hammocks.
election— in November, the presiden
...................................
:56c to Vi .98
ly large. Such a sewer would be very
who has helped to lay the foundations <> Ball croquet sets ..........................................
tial candidateof every Democrat who
At the Bryau ratificationmeeting In
liable to clog and Its great size would
still ardently hopes to crush the eneof
our township and city, I feel it my Tea sets, berry s|>nons.napkin rings, cake baskets etc , butter knives or sugar
this city, 'Tuesday evening, the people
render it impossiblewith our present
mies of the fundamental principles he
shells, silver plated with gold plated bowls and blades. 25c each in plush lined
duty
to enter an earnest protest
was bred in, should be, without hesi- were invited to come and listen to“the water supply to tlush It, out.
against a scheme which proposes to
Every article warranted as represented.
tation, evasion, or prejudice, Wm. Mc- gospel of the New Demixrai y."
Siz • of House connectionsis unnecespo son the ice supply of our city, to
Kinley.
This was honest.
sari Iv large. Four Inches is large
prevent the building up of a great exAt the same time it rt-leasesthe Old
N. Y. Herald— Their declarationof
enough for dwellings.
Next door to
port Ice industry, and convert the east
principles is a reckless revolutionary Democracy from future parly obliga
“The drainage from the C. & B part of our beautiful lake into a cesspronnrclamentocharged with Popu- tion.
tannery will form the larger portion of
KiekintveldV Bookstore.
lism and communism, and raises an isHenry I). Post.
But what a gospel It is!
the sewage for some years to come,
sue as single and direct as that raised
and should be connected direct with
In ’61. It was then the I'd inn against
The S. of V. Encampment. the sewer in Eighth street, together Which will Win— ielioley or Bryan?
-seeeasion. It is now patriotismagainst
with all the dry weather flow of the That’s the question of to-day
sllverisui,the country against PopuThe week has been enlivenedby the creek, for the purpose of dilution.”
But do you know that Lokker &
lism. On this vital issue true Dema
crats and loyal citizens can no more State Encampment of the Sons of
An
unnecessaryexpense. The char- Rutgf rs are selling 81.25 Slippers for
besiUte than they did in '61. All then Veterans. Due preparationhad been
49 cents?
acter of the tannery waste is such
Their line of Summer Clothing and
stood eboolder to shoulder, regardless made for the entertainmentof all that
that it is perfectly safe to flow it into FurnishingGoods is the best and most
of party, for the boooNof the flag and
came, and more too. There was some
the safety of the nation. The time
tannery creek as at present, and noth complete In the city.
disappointment in the attendance of
Lokker & Rutgers are leaders; others
•Has come for all to do so again.
Ing would be gained by the great exRUT N'./Nli AS GOOD AS
camps from distant points, but un
follow.
Detroit Free Press— Neither can the
pense of running It down Eighth Columbia Block, Eighth street. Holfree silver men complain should gold doubtcdly much of this is to be charged
street.
3w
men in the Democratic party decline up to the postponement in dates, and
“The present plan contemplates the We aim to dispense the finest Soda
to support their platform and candi- to Tuesday’sstorm.
dates. The free silver men have done
The location of the encampment,on ultimateor final disposal of sewage by in the city. Bangs sells Drugs. Next
dilution in the waters of the Bay.'1
nil they could to make It impossible
door to Bosman
26 tf
the heights of Bay View, was all that
Uucquiilled f"r whiteness,purity and strength,
lor such men to do so.
This is the objeftionablepoint of
could be desired, except for the exposPhiladelphiaRecord— The platform
the whole scheme.
For Sale.
adopted by the Chicago convention is ure to the storm on Tuesday evening,
ueb a declarationof purposes and which gave the boys an unexpectedex- “It is expected that the ordinary 20 acres of good sand land, of which
principles as no consistentDemocrat perience with actual camp life, and an sewage flow of the first five years of five acres are low muck with clay hot
The Product of
and no lover of the country can con- object lesson In howto pitch tents. the use of sewers, including the tan tom. Good house and barn; stream of
nery wastes, will not exceed 1,000,000 water through the land; good drink
sistently approve. No man fit to be
president or vice president of the The camp was christened “Camp Hol- gallons in twenty-four hours, which, ing water, for man and beast; nice vaDoited States could In honor stand up- ley,” In honor of one of our well-known with the amount of dilution available, riety of small fruit, such as raspber
on it; and it is therefore quite unne citizens.Telephonic communication will he entirely purified within a few ries and strawberries: also apple and
hours after reaching the fresh water peach orchard. Location H mile west
cessary to consider what manner of
was established with head-quarters, of the lake by the oxidation of its or from center of city, on Graafscbap
I* pa aatwd f« he ‘aiUrEftory
and the tost of its kind.
persons have been presented for the
o'u
suffrages of the people. The worst and everything in and about the en- ganlc compounds. The city of Mus road, near J. Kuite’s farm. Address
Jacob Johnson, Holland,Mich.,
misfortunethat could now befall the campment, including the commissary, kegon, much larger in populationthan
Holland, now purifiesits sewage by or enquire at News office. 26 tf
Democratic party would be the elec- wa« satisfactorilyarranged.
this method of disposal, and finds it
tion of a president and congress
The great attraction to our citizens without objection."
pledged to carry into eff ^ct the alms of
The Ideal Panacea.
this revolutionary, socialisticscheme were the evening dress parades, and
James L. Francis, Alderman, ChiThe sewage of Muskegon if shot in
of political action.
they werefjattendcdby thousands of
to Muskegon Lake, as we are led to cago, says; “I regard Dr. King’s New
Philadelphia Jru/umr— Tb( y propose visitors. The daily routine of camp Infer from the statement,may be safe- Discovery as an Ideal Panacea for
Coughs, Colds and Lung Complaints
to overthrow the foundations of socle life and exercises^ were all in accordly treated in this way, while con- having used It In my family for the
ty, to destroy the vested rights of ance with the roster heretofore pubditions are so dififerent from oisre that last five years, to the exclusion of
property, to deprive the laboring man
lisned.
it is not a parallelcase at all. Mus- physician’s prescriptions or other preof a chance to toil, and rob him of one
The interest taken in the encamp, kegon Lake is merely a widening of parations.”
tiftlf of wbatbe may be able to earn.
Rev. John Butgus, Keokuk, Iowa,
IThey propose free silver, free riot.
ment by* our citlzensjwas manifest by
Muskegon River, one of the largest writes: “I have been a Minister of
Column upon column might be filled the general decorations throughout streams in our state, draining a basin theMetbodist EpiscopalChurch for &•
with selections from the Democratic the city, especiallyon the business of several thousand square miles, years or more, and have never found
streets. A banner of “Welcome” was whose flow changes the waters of anything ,80 beneficial, or that
press, like the above.
The most powerful
ever produced*
gave me such speedy relief as Dr.
stretchedfacross Eighth street, and the
Permanently restores mental and physical strength to
Muskegon Lake many times in course King’s New Discovery.” Try this Ideal
national ensign prevailed eyerywtere.
those weakened by early Indiscretions, imparts Youthful
of a season. Black River, ooly drains Cough Remedy now.
The men who heretofore have been
Thursday'Was the big day, with the
H.
Walsh,
Holland,
Vigor, Restores Vitality, Strengthens and Invigoratesthe
about thirty square miles, and except
Acknowledged leaden of the party, are
A. De Krulf Zeeland,
parade as the leading feature. The a short time of high water In spring,
Bram
and Nerves, a Positive cure for all forms of Nervao less emphatic In their denuncla.
-----column was In charge of Maj. Stockous
Debility,
prompt, safe and sure*
does not deliver water enough into the
Our citizensare requested to keep
ton, and Included in one of its divisions
iu
mind
the
visit
of
Dr.
H.
E.
Wilcox
lake to make any flow out of it. .
Also an infalliblecure for Old and Chronic caies of Rheunutiim,
Assistant secretary of the Treasury the employees of our leading manuthe famous specialist of the Chicago.
Hamlin— “The perpetuity of republi“In dilution In large bodies of water Eye Institute, who will he here July
facturing establishments. The two
or streams the necessary oAygen is 13 to 18 at the office of Dr. O. E
can institutions bas been threatened.
Every loyal citizen shonld ally himself cornet bands and drum corps furnished suppliedby the presence of air in the Yates.
nuen, ai.oo pi BOX.
against the forces which controlled the the music and besides the S. of V., G. water, of which there is always a conChicago convention;forces of lawless A. R. and veterans, and a section of siderable quantity. Where the amount The use of Hall’s HalrRenewer proof sewage
_ is not gre
sess which are Inconsistent with the
greater than could he motes the growth of the hmr, and re
maintenance of the republic. Hence- Fox’s battery of Grand Rapids, there readily oxidized by the air contained stores its natural color and beauty,
forth tbeie should be no Republican were the fire department in uniform, Id the water, the purification takes frees the scalp of dandruff, tetter,and
Democrat, hut a union of loyal citi* and the men of the West Michigan place under favorable conditions.”
FRANK HAVEN, Lumber Dealer, Sole ageut for Ottawa and Allegan Cos.
all impurities.

10c a vd.
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Watches

Born, to Prof, and Mrs. J. H. Klein-

Watches

Watches.

heksel, on Saturday— a son.

CHAINS
CHAINS
CHA1NSI

Arthur Van Duren has opened his
law office in the rooms over bis father’s

A new

line just received at

Hardies’

The Bell telephone -has reduced its
charges on the state line between
Holland and Grand Rapids from 25c.

Streng’a closing out sale.

A week ago last Sunday the residence of Thos. E. Purdy, on the Macatawa road, was broken into during
bis absence, and a few articlesof value
to the owner but not to the thief were
abstracted.

to 10c.

Hardies’
Hardies’
First

shoe store, recently fitted up.

Buy your winter supply of undei^
wear and hosiery for half price, at

Ward.

ADDITIONAL LOCALS.
Ward Caucuses.
Republican ward caucuses for the
election of delegates to the Republi.Republican

can County convention(which Is called
for August 3rd next,) will beheld on

Thursday, July SO,

1896,

D. Dimnent of Chicago, who was
The board of education have awarhere the other week attending the
ded to Sproule & McGurrln of Grand
graduationof his son at Hope College,
Rapids, the contract for the steam
has selected a lot at Harrington's
heating apparatus In the Fourth ward
Landing, on which he will build a
school.
handsome cottage, perhaps yet this
Dr. H. E. Wilcox of the Cbi^go summer.
Eye Institute will be at Dr. O. E.
Our dry goods merchant John Van*
Yates’ another week. If you have
dersluis is giving some special low
weak eyes or need glasses properly
prices on anything in summer goods*

fore you from time to time by clothiers, who are apparent-

Visit this enterprising store.

Ed. Westveer, travelingagent

the Waukesha Mineral Water
who

Is

spending a part

of his

ly reckless

Kollen, Ch'm.

Doesbukg, Sec’y.

Tuesday was Grand Rapids News-

Co.,

vacation

boys’ Day at the Ho Hand resorts, and

a small

army of them, numbering

Pin Your Faith

Ills day’s luncheon with

rather to the substantialcommon sense confidence inspiring dealer, who values your patronage

him. The

you. Where

steamer Music gave the lads an excursion on the hay, and the rest of
the time was spent in bathing and
The hoard of education at its meet- roaming along the beach and in the
/
ing Monday evening modified the plan groves of
for the re- constructionof the Fourth
Other people are taking advantage
ward school building, by directing the of the half off sale on dress goods at
placing of sixteen additional windows, Strong’s. Why not you?
so as to secure more light.

In Wednesday’s shoot, at the S. of

and have V.’s encampment,Arthur Baumgarone child, but the husband deserted tel come out ahead with a creditable
the wife about two years ago.— G. R. record. Out of 25 birds Arthur hit 20,
Herald. Unless we have been misin- Sears 8, Morse 20, Holley 13, Finch 16,
formed John Is the same chap whose Chapel 11. In the shoot-offon the tie
acquaintance Sheriff Keppel is anx- between Baumgartel and Morse the
couple were married in 1891

ious to cultivate.

score stood 21 to 20 In favor of the

former. This gave him the cup.

does’nt deceive

money buys just as much

your

as

your neigh-

possible prices quoted.

Macatawa.

chased the engine and fan and other day afternoon the thirteen-yearold
heating apparatus that was formerly son of Mr. Zandstra,east Sixteenth
in the Central school building. Con- street,who was st inding near a fence
sideration t225.
post that was struck by lightning,
fell to the ground unconscious.ForMessrs. Weatherby & Pul be, con- tunately he soon recovered.
tractors,are busily engaged with two
gangs of men In placing the heating There was quite a stir in Democraapparatus in the Central and High tic circles here on Tuesday when it
was learned that the 0. R. Standaard
school buildings.The excavations are
had
bolted the Chicago platform and
nearly completed,and the dirt is used
nominees.
The Standaardis the only
to fill in the low ground In front of
Democratic paper in the Holland lanthe High school.
guage in Michigan, and its course met
Wilhelmina Van Prooyen has be- with the hearty approvalof many old
gun divorce proceedings in the circuit line Democrats.

and

bor's and where you are sure of always finding the lowest

The ready sale of our Men’s all woo) Cassimere Suits,
which we bought late in the season and can therefore sell
at the

Personal Mention.
List of advertised letters fur the
Ex Mayor Cappon is laying a cement
Mrs. Cha’s M. Wilder-nee Van Ry,
week ending July J7, at the Holland,
walk around bis residence.
Mich., postoffice: John Beakcma, Mrs. of Chicago, is making a two weeks’
The W. R. C. lawn social at the S. L. Burton, S. B. Eddy, Jefferson visit, with relativeshere.
residenceof Mrs. H. Boone, Thursday Crofford, Mrs. Martina. Mrs. L. RobMr. and Mrs. C Rot, former resievening was a pleasant aflalr and iarg- inson, H. Timmen Van Houten.
dents of Holland, but now of Grand
ly attended.
Cou. Dk Keyzku, P. M.
Rapids, are spending the week in
The C. & B. Leather Co. have purDuring the thunderstormof Mon- Holland,the guests of Mr. and Mrs L.

court against John Vau Prooyen. The

of results and reputation.

for

Second ward— Second floor Grond wet have made their annual report. They
were presentedto the board of education on Monday, and will he found
elsewherein this issue.

printing office; three delegates.
Third ward— fiolland City News office; eight delegates.
Fourth ward— Office of GeO. E. Kollen; six delegates.
Fifth ward— Maple Grove schoolhouse; two delegates.
Dated Holland, July Ifi, 1896.
By order of Republican City Committee.
II. R.

Mow

All the claims of superiority and deep cuts flashed be-

at 7:30 o’clock p. ra.
about one thousand, came down in
The places designatedand the num- a building site at Harrington’s Landthe morning for an all day outing.
ber of delegates to which each ward is ing.
The C. & W. M. had kindly furnished
entitled are as follows:
Superintendent McLean and Prin- a special tr*ln of sixteen coaches and
First ward— Engine house No. 2:
seven delegates.
cipal Haddock of the Public Schools, two locomotives,and each hoy had

E.

to

fitted, doo’t fail to call.

at the Holland resorts,has purchased

Geo.

M

It’s a

low rate of

$7.50
has broken up the

somewhat, but there are quite a
number of “Good Things " on our tables yet. You should
sizes

not fail to avail yourself of this Bargain.

I)e K raker.

Charles L. Mulder and wife took the
steamer Soo City Thursday evening,
and will spend a week with friends in
Chicago and Milwaukee.

THE-

Stern=Goldman

Miss Maude Van de Roovaart, of
Chicago. III., is visiting her uncle and
aunt, Mr. and Mrs. K. Schaddelee,
during vacation. She will be Joined
on Saturday by her brother, Dr. John
Van de Roovaart,also of Chicago.

Clo.

Co.

ONE PRICE STRICTLY.

Miss Gertrude Strovenjansis at Allegan, attending the normal.
Mrs.

M. Astra is In Chicago, on

a

three week’s visit with friends.

Miss Nellie Blom

visited withher

cousin, Miss Kiltie Ball,

Grand Ha-

ven.
J. Scully

and wife, nee Birkhoff, of

Chicago, are the guests this

week

of

Prof, and Mrs. H. Boers.

Henry Van Dyk of Grand Rapids,
and wife, visited with their brothers
on the north side.

That the bicycle has come to stay!
As Oscar B. Wilms, with his naphta
can no longer be any
MIssEffleMokma, stenographer in
doubt, and It is this that gives im- launch was nearing the dock at the G. J. Diekema’s law office,has taken a
petus to the agitation for the con- ity, Thursday afternoon,he put his lay-off, and will visit friends at Grand
otout to prevent the launch from Rapids and other places.
struction of a cycle path leading from
riking the dock, and in doing so the
Grand Rapids to some point on Lake
PresidentKollen was in Grand R ip
rass on the railing came in contact ids Tuesday.
Michigan, either Holland or Gr
Haven, (u heel merTTTr the VatTfyCily with the calf of his leg, producing a
Dr. Henry Hulst and wife of Grand
were the first to propose its construc- flesh wound. The next morning he
Rapids were in the city Tuesday, calltion. and the suggestion soon ni'et with went to work again.
ing. upon friends and relatives.
a responsivesentiment, not only at
Ben Moes and Wm. Rhoads, two
Dr. R. A. Scbouten, of Grand Rapboth the terminal points named, hut
employes of the C. & W. M.. met with ids, at one time a practising physician
also from cyclists at intermediate
serious accidents Wednesday. While in Holland, was in town this week.
places, each claimingsuperior advantengaged in switching and standing
Aid. John Benjamin of Grand Rapages, of course. The most novel arnear the engine a rail unjointed and
ids,
made his brother in this city a
gument that has come under our no- struck them on the lower limbs. They
visit Wednesday.
tice, for a path from Grand Rapids to
were token to the office of Dr. Yates,
Grand Haven, following the river
Mrs. II.. 11. Kok of Holland is visitthe surgeon of the company, where it
route, so-called,was that because the
ing her son at Grand Haven.
was found that no bones were broken,
natural conditions were so much in
Geo. W. Browning, manager of the
although Moes had his feet badly infavor of a path from Grand Rapids to
Ottawa Furniture factory, left for
jured.
Holland that unless the river path
New York on business, Tuesday.
was built first, it would never The three men that were arrested D. J. Doornink of Grand Rapids is
near the resorts Friday noon, by two
stai d any show for aid from Gran
convalescing in his Macatawa Park
Rapids wheelmen afterwards. Th officers from Grand Rapids, assisted
cottage.
discussion in the papers and the geu- |by (^eh- sheriff Keppel, were Peter
Dr. J. R. McCracken and wife of
cott, John Scanlon and Frank Huteral expressionIn favor of the HolRavana
O., are visiting in the city.
hlnson.
They
were
wanted
for
stealland route have spurred up our local
of this there

SUNDAY EXCURSION
TO THE

SUBMARINE DINNER PARTY.
STILL

ON THE BOOKS.

One

Government Tremanrer Currlea an Item

of the Moat Singular Banqneta
Partaken Of.

Ever

GERMAN PICNIC.

RepresentingI’nper Long Ago Destroyed.
Some time ago the labor of deepen- Grand Rapids on July 25th, will be the
The books of the United States treas- ing the harbor of CloLvt was completed. center of attraction to
for Germans
~
from
ury btill carry an item of $1,000,00, To celebrate the completionof his la- all over Michigan. On that date the
which represents United States notes bor and to make the occiudon memor- Arbelter Bund Societies' of the state
which are supposed to have Jjeen con- able the contractor gave to the mem- will hold the first Bundesfest In many
sumed in the great Chicago fire 25 bers of his staff and the representatives years, an1 expect to make It the event
of the year. Societies from Detroit,
years ago. says the Sew York Sun. It of the press a banquet unprecedented,
Ann Arbor, Saghaw, Bay City, Trawns known that there was $1,000,000 of says Harper’s Hound Fable, for Its
verse City. Manistee. Ludlngton, Muscurrency, more or I«iks. in the vaults of originality. The table wns set eight
kegon, St. Joseph, La Porte, Ind.,
the subtreasurythen, and that none meters below the level of the. sea, at and various other points will partiof it was recovered, but the denom- the very bottom of the harbor, inside clpate In the festivities, which wl..
vlllbe
inations of those notes and the exact the "caisson” in which the excavators held in Scboenfelds Grove at Reeds
amount are unknown, ns the books of) had been at work, and only the narrow Lake. Excursionshave been arranged
the cashier were eonBuined also. There walls of the caisson b<*| mated the for at low rates from above named
could not have been, however, very guests from the enoru^ous mass of wa- points, and a large number of people
many dollars lc--s or very many dollars ter around and above their heads. The will attend the picnic.
Various Old Country games, sports,
more than $1,000,000. and it would sim- new fashioned banqueting hall was
etc , will be given, and agcneral
il gt
good
plify the accounts of the treasury and! splendidly decoratedand lighted,and
time is assured.
save a groat deal of labor to the book- but for a certain buzzing in the ears,
For tho-e who do not care to attend
keepers if congress should pass a bill caused by the pressure of air kept up the picnic, a visit to Grand Rapids,

.............

j

1

i

or

resolution recognizing the fact in the chamber in order to prevent the
that this money is no longer in inrush of water, nolody would have
existence,for every day when the suspectedthat the slightest interrupcashier of the treasury balances1 tion in the working of the air pump
his accounts he has to include 'you Id have sufficedto asphyxiate the
this Item, deducting It or adding it whole party. After the banquet an
as the ease may be from the amount improvisedconcert prolongedthe fes!n hand. It appears upon every daily, tivity for several hours, after which

its many attractions,will well
repay the slight expense. C. &, W. M.
excursiontrain will leave Holland at
9:30 a. m., and arrive at Grand Rapids at 10:35 a. m. Return train will
leave at 6:30 and 11:30 p. m. Round
trip rate 50 cents. Bicyclescarried
free. Base ball at 3:00 p m. at Reeds
Lake, between Grand Rapids and Mil-

weekly, monthly and yearly statement the guests reascended
of toe assets and liabilitiesof the gov-

waukee.

into the open air.

1

with

GEO. DeHaVEN, G. P. A.
from the meat market of
A. Vlsscber and his three sons, Os- ernment ns “unknown destroyed
wheelmen and led to the organization
26-2w
GAME
BUTCHERS’
WORK.
. Mechie, on South Division street, wald, Raymond, and Arthur are
of the “Holland Cycle Club,” with the
United States notes, $1,000,000.”
Wanton Slnurhtvrl»y Hunter* In thn
part of the hams were recovered. spending-afew days In Chicago.
Which will Win— McKinley or Bryul
object largely of promoting the buildJnrkaon Hole Country.
WOULD
FISH
ON
SUNDAY.
Vhen
arrested
the
tourists
were
ening of a path from Grand Rapids to
John Beucus of Cedar Springs made
Th t’s the question of to-day.
The American Fiekl jumps upon the
Holland and its resorts. The club oylng a good meal, having established his mother, Mrs. Anna Dyk, a short And th* CommercialTraveler Got a Hook foreigners who come to the United But do you know that Lokker &
In 111* Ear.
Rutgers are selliug (1.35 Slippers for
starts out with a promising member- hemselves for the time being in an call on Wednesday.
State*, seek out those localities where
A
commercial
traveler who stayed
49 cents?
ship. Its officersare: President,F. ibandoned shanty in the woods, east
most
of
the
big
game
is to l>e found,
Mrs. A. R. Lewis, who spent the over Sunday at Seneca Falls and went
Their line of Summer Clothing and
and then lay themselvesdown to the Furnishing Goods Is the best and most
C. HaL; vice president. Dr. F. M. Gil- >f Ottawa Beach.
winter In Colorado and started on a to the lake to pass away the time,
work of slaughtering it with rifle*. A complete in the city.
lespie; secietary, Geo E. Kollen;
With some people a wilfull misrep- trip to the Pacific Coast, decided to thought ho would catch a few fish, so
favorite resort of these game butchers
Lokker & Rutgers are leaders;others
treasurer, C. v’erschure. The officers, resentationof facts pertaining to
leave the party at Salt Lake City, he hired n boat, equipped it with the is the Teton Basin. Here are found elk, follow.
necessary
tackle,
started
out
and
wns
together with Evart Takken, Jacob matters politically,is deamed not to Utah, and returned home the latter
Columbia Block, Eighth street, Holdeer and antelope, which are being
Lokker, and W. A. Holley, constitute be lying. In saying this we have part of last week. She is charmed soon busy watching his line. After :i killed off rapidly.The Teton Basin,
26-3w
time, save the -Tost Express, something
the executive committee. The club specially in mind the correspondence with the west.
Jackson’s Hole, is much low er than the
got hold and commenced to pull. To
Have you tried Bangs' Soda? 26 tf
also adopted red, white and blue as |ts that appeared from this city in the
National Yellowstonepark, and much
P. Schaap, sheriffof Sioux c'-unty, make sure it was a fish lie leaned over
of the big game migrate*south to it,
colors. The particular work to whic_
rhlcn Q. R. Democrat the other day, with
An unfailing specific for cholera
Iowa, and family, are expected on a the side of the boat and peered down
a* a warmer climate is to be found tn
the organizationwill devote its attenmorbus, cholera lofaotum, diarrhoea
g hams

land.

reference to the Popucratlc nomina- visit here.
tion and energies first; is the construc- tions. Think of such statements as
tioo of a six-foot path between this these: The town went wild— enthus-

K

city

and Macatawa Fark, and then iasm
Grand Rap- oated

broke loose— the town Is illumi

turn about and meet the

f

with torches and fireworks — the
Jds peopletowardscompleting the path firing of cannon— two bands are play-

from there to Holland. Already a
good path has been laid out from
Battle Creek, to Kalamazoo. From

ing— no bolting here, etc.

Among

the matters that came up at

there to Allegan the patural road is a special session of the Classis of Holvery good. If a path were constructed, land, held In this city on Tuesday, was

which eventually must

through the water, and when he found
It wns a real live fish he liecnme excited and tumbled in head first. In his
Iitieeefforts to extricate himself from his
The annual meeting of the stock- unpleasant frosltion he became enholders of the Ottawa County Build- tangled in his line, and the fish separating and Loan Associationwill he held ing from the hook that adjunct to s
at the office In the Kanters Block,
fisherman'skit attacheditself to his
Holland, at 4 o’clock P. M., Tuesday,
ear. He wns finallyrescued but little
July 21, 1896, for the purpose of receivthe worse for his experience
ing the Eighth Annual Ref
'dMBr
Ing five directors In place of C. Ver\V»tcb Voar Chance.
Schure, G. J. Van Duren, R. A. Ha*
“There is a»o such thing as luck,”
berman. J. G. Van Putten and D. J.
Te Roller, whose terms of office ex- •aid Col. North once. “Everybody in
pire at that date, and transacting such this world has chances. What people
other business as may come before the call ’luck’ simply means that a mail sees
meeting.
his chance, bolds on to it* and at the
Stockholdersdesirous of pres^oUug right moment works it for himself.
names of members as candi dates for 'Luck?* Nonsense! ‘Luck’ is simply
election as directors can do so to the the faculty of seizing passing oppor-

IHHpHHHtyorW

W. Wormser, for re*
instatementas minister of the gospel.
have unbroken co
Some years ago this party, while io
of the best cities in
charge of a congregation in Jamesand intervening' tow
with our re- town, was guilty of conduct too imattraction, moral and too indecent to meotion.
sorts as the great
Id Thursday’s G.
we no- He was dropped from the rolls, and no Secretary, on or before July 1, 1896.
t city has had criminal proceedingswere Instituted,
tlce that the club of
Holland,June 17, 1896.
C. A. Stevenson, Sec.
both routes Inspec
as to ayaillbility as there should have been. We were
22-fiw
declssionwill greatly surprised to learn that the
and cost, and that
-------likely be reached od onday evening, idea even of re-instating him was as
Fir
\
the result depending
upon the much as entertained for 4 momeot.
Very cheap, &25-footsteam launch.
proposJlJpM received from the clubs Have the clergy of the Classis of Hol- Inquire of A«! Ostrander, Allegan,
land lost all respect for “the cloth?”
at the terminal points.
Micb.
JcilCi
here to Allegan, Holl

follow, from
d would then
Ion with four
item Michigan,

an application of

.

Sale

tunities.’'

Oar Vint Bank.
The first bank within the limits of the
United States was chartered in Philadelphia in 171. It was incorporated by
congress under the titles “The President, Directors and Company of the
Bank of North America.’’

the valley. It is here that the hunters
from abroad congregate, nnd in spite
of the Wyoming state lows kill game
wantonly. If these men would kill a
couple of heads of each kind, taking

and all those other dangerous diseases
Incident to the summer season. Is
found In Dr. Fowler’s Ext. of Wild
Strawberry.

care of the meat, and following up

Pure blood and a good digestion are
an insurance against disease and suffering. Burdock Blood Bitters keeps
the blood pure, the digestion perfect.

wounded game,

little or

no

objection

would be made.
These hunters, some of whom are
Americana, pass through the national
park on their way home with wagon
loads of skins and horns. The law In
relation to transportinggame reads
that “possession within the parte of the
dead bodies or any part thereof of any
wild bird or animal shall be prims fade

White Seal Saloon
John Serear, Prop.
C. Blom, 8b., Clerk.

evidencethat the person or persons
having the same are guilty of violating
this act.’* With this act behind him
the superintendentcould squelch the
wholesale slaughterers of game in the
region of the Yellowstone park. Capt
Anderson,the superintendent, is urged
to make an effort to enforce the law.
What would be better yet would be the
annexationof the Jackson’s Hole oeuo- Finley Toledo and Holland
try to the Yellowstenepark.
ways on tap.
No. 17 River

Fine Wines,

Liquors,
Cigars.

St., HO

a

City News.

|

For the fir*t time elnce Fehninry, 1896,
the government net gold reserve held in

Frank H. Hurd, one of the1
ST. VITUS DJ
inent democrats in Ohio, and a member
of congress in 1874, 1878 and 1882, died A Physician Prescribes Dr. Miles*
'BROS., Publishers.
at his home in Toledo, aged 56 years.
RestorativeNervine. *
Before you buy call aud pee
stock of
low $100,000,000.*
The executive committee of the pro* Dr. Miles MedicalCo., Elkhart, Ind.:
Holland, Mich
The one hundredth anniversary of the hibitiou national committee has deMy daughter Mattie, aged 14, waa afflicted
evacuation of Detroit and of the United cided to place electoral tickets in the last spring with St. Vitus dance and ner, States after the war of the American field in all the states but Ohio, Michivousness,her entire right side waa namb
revolution was celebrated in the Mich- gan, Indiana, Iowa, Nebraska and and nearly paralysed.We consulteda phyEtc.
igan city.
Booth Carolina.
If
Hundreds of acres of corn and toA large number of leading deraocratio
bacco were destroyedby a flood near newspapers, among them being the Sun,
Shh. Mon. Tue. Wed. Thur. Fri. Sit.
Augusta, Ky., barns , outhouses and Herald, Times and World in New York,
pWe represent the leading manufacturers and are in position to save
fences were Carried away and Mrs. the Louisville Courier-Journal,
Philayou money and take care of you.'
••••
2 3 4
\
delphia Record, Brooklyn.Eagle and
Henry Insko was drowned.
L. C. Study and wife and three chil- Chicago Chronicle, have bolted the demDEERING
and BINDERS.
7 8 9 JO
THE WORLD’S BEST!
5 6
dren went over the dam in the river in ocratic national ticket.
Why buy cheap Machines
Illinois sound money democrats deRoller and Ball Bearing.
a boat at Lawrence, Kan., and were
and sooner or later get In
12 13 14 15 \6 17 18
mand that another democraticconvendrowned.
trouble and lose money?
McCORMICK
&
BINDERS.
Julius Freudenthal,a merchant in tion be enlled and an independentna22
23
24
25
19 20 21
New York for the last 35 years, has dis- tional ticket be nominated on a sound
EVERYTHING IN WAGONS, CARRIAGES — HORSES AND HARNESS TO FIT.
appeared, leaving his creditors in the money platform, and they have issued
lurch to the extent of $500,000.
an appeal to that effect,
26 27 28 29 30 31 •••*
While Prof. T. T. Grinley was preM. A. Hanna, chairman of the notionCOMPLETE OUTFITTERS OF THE FARM.
paring to make a balloon ascension at al republican committee, has chosen
Clay City, Ind., a large poll fell, killing the following executive committee: M.
Clyde Oberholtz and Herschel Griffiths. S. Quay, of Pennsylvania;Joseph H
One of the most important squares Manley, of Maine; H. C. Payne, of Wicin Nashville,Tenn., was almost totally conain; Cyrus Leland, of Kansas; PowImportant IntelligenceFrom All Parts.
destroyed by fire, the loss being $500,- ell Clayton, of Arkansas; C. G. Dawes,
000.
of Illinois;W. T. Durbin, of Indiana,
For convenience of patrons,ron c in
DOMESTia
talk with ub atehhi r place by priCharles Stark, a saloon keeper at and N. B. Scott, of West Virginia. Wilsiclan
and
be
prescrilied
Dr.
Miles’
Restoravate telephone ccuntctiou free
A locomotive exploded nt Trombley, Springfield,O., fatally shot his wife liam M. Osborne, of Boston, is secretive Nervine. She look throe bottles before
Mich., nnd John Stonehouse, the engi- nnd instantly killed Louie Lauderman, tary.
wo saw any certain signs of improvement,
neer, wns instantly killed and Frank his bartender. Jealousy was the cause.
E. W. Carmack was nominated by the but after that she begau to improve very
Bell, the fireman, nnd C. Joergenoon. The city directoryfor New York
Bimetallic Democratic league for con- fast and I now think she is entirely cured.
the brnkeman, were fatally injured.
makes the population of that city over gress from the Tenth Tennessee dis- She has taken i.ine bottles of the Nervine,
Romie Cotell, aged 17, was convicted 2,000,000.
but no other c dlclnoof any kind.
LAUGH
trict.
at Akron, 0., ol killing Mr. and Mrs.
FAT!
Isaac N. Camp, of the firm of EsteyA
The Seventh district populist' 'f Knox, Ind., J; ;. 5, ’95. H. W. nosTETTBR.
Alvin Stone and Ira Stillson March 28. Camp, a pioneer in the music trade in
Physiciansrires^rltv' Dr. Miles’ E^cdies
Texas nominated W. F. Doughitt for
His motive was to assault Flora Stone, Chicago, died suddenly at Geneva Lake,
becausethey are known to be the result of
You will if you
congress nnd instructed against fusion
the long practice and experienceof one of
get your meat
their daughter.
Wis., aged 65 years.
with democrats.
the brightest, members of their profession,
at
The National Amateur Press associaKoster.
The MncLnren & Sprague planing The Chicago Tribune publishes n list and aro carefullycompounded by experition In session at Washington elected
mill nt Toledo, O., was burned nt a of 87 democraticnewspapers which re- enced chemists, In exact accordancewith Dr. And get the finest in II >!l vn l in l as mn : i f ir &i .is $2 buys anywhere else.
James K. Morton, of Poston, president, loss of $100,000ami Capt. Cook (n tireMiles’ prescriptions,as used In his practice.
and named San Franciscoas the place man) and Policeman lline were killed fuse to support the Chicago platform
On sale at all druggists.Write for Dr
and
ticket. Of these 13 are published .n
oi the 22d annual convention next July
by falling walls.
New England. 24 in thn»raiddle states, Miles’ Book on the Heart and Nerves. Dr.
Jennings Bros. & Co., operating the
An excursion train from the Ancient M in western states and 31 in the south. Miles MedicalCo., Elkhart, I ml.
j
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West Pennsylvaniasteel works at
> gheny, Pa., failed for $100,000.

Allc-

Crazed with hatred and jealousy William Johnson, 30 years old, a resident

i

of Chicago, fatally shot William Sutton
in New York nnd then killed himself.
The Methodist church and nearly
every business house nt Mobile, Ala,
were unroofed by a tornado nnd the
streets were made impassable by fallen

trees. The damage is fully $250,000.
By the capsizing of a skiff nt Wellsburg, \V. Vn., Miss Kate Huberts, Miss
Alice Baxter and .Intnes l.b»yd were
drowned.
A cyclone visited portions of Dinwiddle and Prince George counties, Vn.,
leaving destruction nnd ruin in its wake
'yAnd killing four men.
The business portion of Bartlett, N
i At the 16th annual conclave in ElkH., was entirely destroyedby tire, enliart, Ind., of the supreme temple, Patriarchal Circle of America. C. H. Lovc- tailinga loss of $100,000.
The Church of the Visitation, the
-Well, of Chicago, was elected supreme
largest
Roman Catholic church in South
jcggncilor.
^ The citv of Pea Moinea, la., celebrated prooklyn,was destroyedby fire, caus

m

K
Si

Its 50tfi anniversary.
.

m.
f-j

jg^.

II-

m

K^the newly-arrangedflag containing

toe fttn star, representing Utah, came
Into existence on the Fourth,
t Near Adalrvilie,Ky., H. H. Hannon,
Vie town marshal, and Dick Younger,
fen outlaw, killed each other in a duel.
, The town of Marengo, O., was almost
. ^completely wiped out by fire.
The 15th annual internationalChris*tlan Endeavor convention convened in
^Washington.President Clark in his
kddress said that each year of the 15
£ears had been noted for some advance
ttep. The report of Secretary Baer

•bowed

m

m

Order of United Workmen’s picnic ran
into an open switch in the suburbs of
Chicago nnd five persons wore killed
and eight others were injured.
The barge Little Wissahiekon '.vent
down on Lake Erie and Capt. McKay,
of Bay City, Mich., Mrs. Casey, of Toronto, cook, and a seaman, name unknown, were drowned.
By the explosionof a lamp in the
home of Dosty Martin at Malone, N.
Y., Mrs. Martin and her mother, Mrs.
Treadenu,were burned to death.
An excursion train and a freight trail,
colided at Logan, la., and 31 persons,
mostly from Omaha, Neb., were killed
nnd 39 others were injured,some fatpl-

a total

membership

of 2,700,000.

ing a loss of $150,000.
During the Inst fiscal year 263,709 immigrants landed at the port of Nev
York, being 72,781 more than in the previous year.
The visible supply of grain in the
United States on t * 13th was: Wheat.
47.220,000 bushels, orn, 9,188,000bushels; oats, 8,228,000bushels; rye, 1,455,000 bushels; barley, 768,000 bushels.

Eight persons died in the city in
ary in Cincinnati from the effecti*
of overindulgencein lemonade and
green fruit.
A passenger train on the Lehigh Yai
ley road was thrown from the track
near Hazleton,Pa., by a cow and PJn
gineer Dowder was killed and moiv
than n score ot passengers were hurt
firm

It was decided to hold the next convention in San Francisco.
H. F. Allen and his sister, Mrs. Charles
W. Grant, among the heaviest property several of them fatally.
tbwners in Jamestown, N. Y., mode an
Maj. W. C. Moreland, cx-cityattorney,
Assignment with liabilities of $200,000. entered a plea of guilty at Pittsburgh
In Philadelphiathe Robert Smith Pa., to the charge of embezzlement of
India Pale Ale Brewing company, or- $26,000 of city funds.
ganized in 1773. went into a receiver’s Mrs. A. E. Rinehart, an enthusiastic
bands with liabilitienof $180,000.
wheelwoman of Denver, Col., has
By the caving in of n trench at Kan- achieved distinction by riding ten censas City. Mo., Frank Scantfile, D. Holton turies in ten days.
And Charles .Jackson were killed.
An appeal for the observance of n
The exchanges at the leading clear- "bird day" in the schools throughout
ing houses in the Tinted States during the country, to protect them from wantoe week ended on the 10th aggregated ton destruction, has been made by the
$985,244,072,against $1,103,518,933the agricultural department in Washingprevious week. The decrease compared ton.
with the correspondingweek in 1895
The Columbus (0.) city council

FOREIGN.
Three hundred houses in the town of
Kobriu, Russia, were burned and 2,000
people were homeless.
Sir Charles Tupper nnd his cabinet
resigned at Ottawa, Ont., nnd the gov-

Dr. Miles’

ernor general sent for Mr. Lnurier. the
new premier, to form a government.
Advices from Constantinople say that
60.000 Kurds in the Diarbekerdistrict
had revolted nnd were pillaging the village indiscriminately.

D. G.

The Spanish embassy in London protested at the foreign office against alleged shipments of arms nnd ammunition to the Cubans.
A passengertrain was derailed near
Batrnki, on the Samara railway in
southeastern Russia, and 40 persons
were killed.
Advices from Vienna say that Baron
Hirsch’s widow has donated £4,000,000
($20,000,000)to promote the immigration of Russian Jews to Argentina.
Senor Mella, speaker of the chaml>er
of deputies at Madrid, said that the government ought to be energetic in preparing for the inevitable conflict between the United StatesandSpain.
Advices from Havana state that a
panic prevails in the Spanish army in
consequenceof the terribleincrease of
yellow fever.
Porfirio Diaz waa reelected president
of Mexico for foui years, receivinge\ ery
vote of the 22,000 electors.
A severe shock of earthquakewas felt
at Whitby. Ont.
The government of Costn Rica is issuing a decree withdrawing its present
system of currency and estabBshinga
gold standard.
In the sculling race in London for the
ohampionship of the world and a stake
of £ 1,000, between Charles R. Harding,
of London, nnd James Stunbury, of Victoria, Austmlia,the latter won.

Sold by

De Kraker
and

The SecurityWarehouse company's
warehouse B in Minneapoliswas destroyed by

fire,

HOLLAND,

James

Street.
all

mo«;em

im*

DENTISTRY

MICH

And endeavor to perform all opperations b.
possible. Natural teeth preserved by
Plastics. Artificial

painlessly ae

filling with

Gold and

Toledo Beer.
Inserted on
We have assumed the

Bottling Busby C. Blom,
Sr., and are prepared to furnish Tolelo Bottled Beer:

metal and rubber oase. Crown and Bridge
work and

.ness heretofore carried on

2 Quart bottles ...... $1 .00
12 Pint Bottles ......... 50
1

Orders may be left with C. Biota, Sr.
;nd will be promptly filled.

SALOON

FRONT.

IN

BLOM &NICIIOr °

Holland,

Mich.

Largest and best equiped dental

office in

Office

hours from 8:30 a. m to 5:30 p.
hours by appointment.

f\IKKF.MA. G.J., Attorney at Law. Collection!!
promptly uttendod to. Office,over First
state Bank.
\l oBRIDB. P. H., Attorney,jtca
.t1 iLBiminco.Office. McBride’s block.

nObT. J. C.. Attoruey

ami Counsellor at Jaw.
Real Estate anc Collection*. Office,Post's
Slock.

1

A

.

m.

Other

Telephone No. 33.

U

(

*

Gillespie the Dentist.

Attorneys.

Rtuok A

western Michigaa

1

aUSINESS DIRECTORY

HOLLAND

|

CHICAGO

LINE.

Attorney at Law. Office over
Furn su re. Elgbib 8t

o.’s

mm

V. Mokma, Cashier.Capital Stock 450.000.

ing all foreigners to inscribe their nationalityon a special registerto be reported by the general government.

I

IOLL \ND CITY STATE BANK. ComtnercUl

II

and Savings uep’t. D. B. K. Van Raalte,
Versehure, Cash. Capital stock $50,000.

Pros. 0.

Three Texas horse thieveswere found
hanging to the limb of a tree near Rea-

Boots and Shoes.

gan, in the Indian territory.

The Young Brothers &

|
I

I F.ROLD M . Dealer Id Boots and Shoes, suoi oessur to E. Herold & Co.

ON AND AFTER JUNE 20TH.

“
“

Leave Holland Daily (except Sur, da)) .............................. 8 P. MClothing.
Sunday .................................................
2 p. M.*
Saturday Special ....................
6:30 a.m.
i >OSMAN BROTHERS. Merchant Tailorsand
Maris com- 13 Dealers in Ready Made. Gent’s FurnishCRATES OF FARE 4*
ing

111.,

failed for $112,000.

At the closing session in Washington
D. Gawn, an architect,was of the ChristianEndeavor convention
convicted at Elyria. O., of burning n appeals were made for aid for Armeni•ehoolhousein order to get a contract ans and the speakersassailed the govfor drafting new plans.
ernments of Europe, England nnd tha
“Oklahoma" Harry Hill, a well-known United States for their indifference
frontiersman whose life has been a ro- toward the Armenian slaughter.
mance interwoven with the early hisGreat damage to property wan done
tory of Kansas and Oklahoma, died in
by a cloudburst near Whitehall, Mont.,
I

•-

Parlors.

We aim to keep up with the times in
provements in

Ofilce Eighth St., over P. O.

T ATTA. P.

Mich., closed its doors with liabilitiesof pany, wholesale grocers at Decatur,

the loss being $200,000.

6eiM Mai

Advices from Cuba state that tl«e
Banks.
merchants of Havana have refused the.
Inst issue of paper money. A decree (.MUST STATE BANK. Commercialami Bavhas linen issued by (ion. Weyler oblig- I lugs Dep’t. I. Cappon.President. Germ

at Lansing.

$150,000.

COOK, M.D.

PHYSICIAN AND H itGtON,

LATER.

a scow.

The People'ssavings bank

Reslili.

druggists.

De

50 Eighth

was 14.0.
passed an ordinance providing that chilJames Burlier and his son William,
There were 219 businessfailures in dren under 15 years of age who aro of Marinette, Wis., and two unknown
•the United States in the seven days found on the streetsunaccompanied by
men were drowned in Green bay, off
«nded on the 10th, against 217 the week parents or guardiansafter nine o’clock Peshtigo Point, Wis., by the sinking of
previous and 195 in the corresponding nt night shall be arrested.
period of 1895.

Jtenicfa Restore

all

Zeeland

AND

MEATS

&

Van

KRUIF,
Jr.,
!

sT‘

jS

t

“
“

.

Goods a Specialty.

Dry

Goods and Groceries.

The Kansas court of appeals has declared ineffectivethe law under which
>ODT & KRAMER. Dealers in Dry Goods, Nodivorces have been granted in the state li tions, Grocories.Flour, Foed.eic., Eighth

Between Holland and Chicago. Single $2 25. Round $3 50. (Berth included).
Saturday morning (special) to Chicago .......... .........................
n.OO
Sunday Afternoon ......................................
$1.75 (Berth extra).
.

Street.

for over 26 years.
Cornelius Vanderbilt, Sr., was stricken \ JAN PUTTEN. G. & SONS, General Dealers In
Dry Goods. GruceMet, Crockery. Hats, and
with paralysis at his home in New York. Caps, Flour, Produce, etc. River Street.
In a speech at Centralia, 111., Candidate Bryan said the money question
Drugs and Medicines.
was the sole issue in the present camWichita from the effects of being
1 \OE8BURG, J. O.. Dealer in Drugs and Medi
and Frank Lemoine was drowned.
paign.
thrown from a buggy in a runaway.
I J
dues. Paints and Oils. Toilet Articles, ImMrs. L. B. White, 71 years old,
N. B. Holbrook, one of the most promi- ported and DomesticCigars. Eighth Street
The Retail Clerk’sNational Protective
dropped dead while fanning her in- nent then at Marengo, la., failed for
association in session at Denver elected
valid daughter at the latter’s bedside $200,000.
\\7AL8H,HKBER, Druggist and Pharmacist;
H. J. Conway, of St. Louis, as president.
V
a full stock at goods appertaining to the
’n Marysville,O.
At
a bimetallic state convention held business. City Drug Store, Eighth Street.
J. L. Klecknor, cashier of the broken
in Des Moines, la., resolutions were
Citizens’ bank at Edwardsville, Mich.,
PERSONAL AND POLITICAL
Hardware.
who confessed to a shortage of $10,000 The socialist labor party In national adopted declaringfor free coinage of
silver at sixteen to one and indorsing
In his accounts, has left his bondsmen
convention in New York nominated Bryan for president.
AN OORT. J. B. General Hardware and
ia the lurch.
Charles H. Machett, of Brooklyn, for
Fire In Lieber'. brewery nt IndlnnThe government report makes the president, and Matthew McGuire, of
apnlis wrecked the plant, causing a logs
Winter wheat condition 75.6, indicating Paterson, N. J., for vice president.
of
! Manufactories,Shops, Etc.
A yield of 270,504,000bushels, and the
Bailie Holland, who had an authentiA young man named Beltrart, near j —
•pring wheat condition 93.3, indicating cated age of 103 yenri, died in Sugar
J., Wagon and Carriage MuonfacMarshall,Minn., in fun tied a rope l/LIEMAN,
• yield of 173,294,000bushels— a
county, Tex.
F tory and Blacksmith and Repair Shop,
•pring and winter wheat yield of 443,- r.z. Linney wai renominatedfor con- around the neck of his two sisters and Dealer in AgriculturalImplementa.River St.
868,000 bushels. The average condition 1 gre88 by the republicans of the Eighth then fastened one end to a pony. The
werw 11 UNTLEY. A.. Prootical Machinist, Mill and
of corn is 92.4, against 99.3 in July last Korth Carolina district
horse ran away and the girls
_ _____
re ____
tl Engine
Repairs a specialty Shop on SetI autb street, near River.*
I The New York Bun’ repudiatesthe choked to
New Hampshire prohibitionists
~~~
The Music Teachers' National associa- national democratic platform and anMeat Markets.
<ion in session nt Denver elected as nounces that it will support McKinley hold their state conventionin
president H. W. Greene, of New York. for the presidency.
August 5.
I \E KRAKER A DE KG8TKR, Dealers in oil
Havlln Roberts,living near Peru, 1 The South Dakota republicans in conAt St. Joseph’s hospital in Philadel I* kinds of Fresh and Salt Moats. Market on
Jleb., shot his wife and then committed tention at Aberdeen nominated a full phia $30,000 in money and jewels were River Street
•nlcide.No cause is
1 Btate ticket with A. 0. Blngsrud for Stolen from Mr. and Mra. Moore, patient* owynj, VAN DEB VRBBE, Dealer in all kinds
' The Merchants’Terminal elevator in governor and R. S. Gamble and Coe L at the
I
Freeh end Salt Meats. Market on
Louis waa burned, the loss being Crawford for congressmen. The entire
Jn Paris a man named Francois fired -
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GOOD WILL!

V

Iv

“

-

$135,000.

total

F*®r*

_
death.will —

have disposed of

of

Shoes

and

the business and trade
lately carried on by me on River Street, to

the

good

my Stock

will of

Mrs. K. Versehure, who
business

will continue -the

by her husband Mr. J. Ver-

schure.

(

Concord

known.

Institution.

.245.

J

.

. i.

A,

•:.v.y

W°t

|

_

.

-

cartridge

.000.

St Louis platform was adopted and
The percentages of the baseball clubs Senator Pettigraw waa severely eonin the National league for the week demned for hit acUon in bolting the
«nded on the 12th were aa follows: ticket nominated at St Louis.
Cincinnati, .676; Cleveland, .667; Baltl- Col. D. B. Henderson was renomlMore. .632; Boston, 574; PitUburgh. naUd by aC0lnmntionat Waterloo for
.444; Chicago, .533; Brooklyn, .479; the eighth term as representative In
'Washington, .477; Philadelphia, -471, congress of »he Third Iowa district
New York, .409 ; 8t Louis, .250; Louis- David H. Mercer was renominatedfor
4ri|lo,
congress by the republicans of the Second district of Nebraska.

......

I

at PresidentFaure, but the
Painters,
waa blank.
The rapublicanaof Delaware,unto
the leadership of J. Edward Addicks, jog. Shop at residence,on Seventh 8f., near*
met in conventionat Dover and nomi- _
nated a state ticket headed by John
Physicians.
Hoffeker,of Smyrna, for governor.
Physician end Snrgeon.BeeiJonathan B. Willla
waa nained
foroon- g REMEHR.H.,
dme.„nT.wnh
,
.
,
dence on Twelfthstrret.corn
.corner of Market,
gressman. The platform Indorses
indorses MoMc- office a* drag store, Eighth Street.
Kinley and Hobart and the mainto-

__

.

.

nance of the gold standard.

.

H.
—
—

Thanking the public of Holland and

vi-

cinity for their liberal patronage, I recom-

mend my successor to their continued favors. lam satiafledthat at all times they
can rely upon honest goods at

fair*

prices,

and prompt service.

J. D.

i
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GOOD RACES.

Geo. Baker, m. d. Strong Testimony

A Valuable Prescription-

fn connection with ray shipof Washing,!nd.,
Mortgage Sale.
Siiti wrtfK; ‘You have h
ping business I shall
Of a Prominent Clttsen of Holland— No
JJEF VULTHAVINOUEEN M4DR IN THI
Rattle Creek, July 14.— The particular [T.’^Tipi 'mi :• Electro1lliit. and
Better Proof Can lie Had.
ooadlilons of pay ment of a oertiin moat
Office over Van der Veen’s Store, corfeature of Monday’s national circuit 1 r >:i <•!, i*rfn.
ivthaji . Hid ". f«.i
ner 8th and River Sts. Office open
gaflo mile ml exioutel by Jnn
Wllllnk
Mr. E. J. Harringtoncan well be said to l>e bicycle racing meeting was the coming U’O; on
‘ 'irk
dipil! d
PFTAI1
an.i Janna Willlnk, bli wife, of tb« towaahlpof
day and night. Special attention
in
u
:
'-.’ll
>
’(MU t(i It 1 . -.(
one ofthe prominenteitirens of Holland, where together of Eddie Raid and Tom Cooper,
Holltn county ofOUawa an I state of llohlfu.
given diseases peculiar to children.
qtilti
MrMi nlo ^ fhle, .'Jo
lie ha* resided for nearly half a century. Al- the Michigan favorite. Cooper was
parties 0! the first part, to GIIIm Wabekc of
1 ill -i.- :nve
Cl
.go,
w
in
.1)1
most every elective position nn appreciative badly beaten by Raid. There were three
Un t wnihlp of Zaelaa>i,county of Ottawa
Cleaning and Repairing public could place him in has been held by trial heats, and the following qualified: rmi 'low CM1 "o’ .11, nor d.'i-st
and state of MlchUan,party of the MoonJ pari
lootl. Ii ni a backache wh eh never loft
dated oa the 8th day of February, A. D. IBM
Making clothe look nearly as good & .Mr. Harrington—supervisor, alderman, and Cooper, Scherin. Ernie Johnson, Raid, h»T no t o-it >ir. (| ami 'veij-y, hot mx
and raenHtti h thi office of the reglitcr of
treasurer— and like the famous Dick Whitting- Longhead.The candidates were Conn Ik'Ui s «.r Kiecmc Ritters restored
new is the work we do in our shop.
Deeds, of otuwa county. Michigan, on the loth
ton, who was thrice Mayor of London, he has Raker, Bliss, Lutie Johnson and Sanger, hei lien h in;. i r-uewrd her 'trenglh.
tf
d*y of Ojtobor.A. D. 1895, In liber 46 of mort.
p.Mt Wnra noarWm
,K,cn t,iree Mayor of nollftnd. In s tiic "big un." Raid and Cooper rode Trices •xj vent., aud ?1 Ou. Get a BotRage*, on page 374 which aald mortgafawm
Meat
8 lm8'ncas way> Mr- Harrington is well-known well in the bunch until the stretch was tle at
duly as iluo*! by John J. Wsb*e, John A. Pyl
in many parts of the State. The Harrington reached, when both sprinted. Raid
II Walsh, Holland.
and CorneliaVan Zwaluwenburg,a* the exeeo*
A. l)n Krulf, Zeeland.
Dlock is one of his daily reminders of business pfosed Cooper like n shot and won by
tor* of the last will and testament of Otllla Wo•SHSHSH5P.5H5H
‘ n>r‘ • **
..
Bliss was third.
bske, deceased, to Adriana Van Z walnwenbnn,
at
my
store
and
elevator
on
Quick in i iTect, hcnls and leaves no
nn —
----- --- ----________
___
was nearly 10,000.
ard which said assignment waa, on the 7th daw
scar. Muri.ing, scaly skin eruption Eighth street, near the Cmonths, Mr. Harringtonresidesln hb beauti- RIlmtTinvuc.
of December.A. D. IHBS.daly recorded In tb« offul summer home, erected on his fine property n e8,
quickly cured by Ik* Witt’s Witch Ha\V. M. Passenger Depot, and fice of Registerot Deede of aaid oonnty, In Ubav
called Mocatawa Park Grove, which is within ri°ne m110. novice, amateur: Frank FUray,
zel Salve. Applied to burns, scalds,
53 ot mortgage*, on page 4«
on whioh mortma
n stone’s throw of Ottawa Reach, Michigan’s Goshen, won; Hal lyegg. Ooldwater, secold sores, It in magical in effect. will from this time ou deliver there la claimed to be dne at the tlmaofthla bo
famous summer resort. What better endorse- ond: A- cAlways
cures
piles.
ment can anythinghave than the commenda- Time— 2:85 2-1
goods to any part of the city. Uoe tbeanm ofOneThonaandFonrHundredNino,

a
.• •
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Event* Witnessed by Big Crowd* at the
Battle Creek Bicycle Meet

m
Phyileiu ail 8irge«a.
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A.KLOOSTERMAN,
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Seeds,

„

Grain,
Feed and Flour

•

Market

..

—

m

;

........ * - .

s

______

&

lumber

;

Lath

and Shingles.

tion of such a representative citiren as
Harrington? This is what he said to

Mr.

One-half mile, open, professionals: E. C.

Lawrence Kramer,

our Bald- Buffalo, won: Tom Cooper, Detroit,

teen

Choice Timothy Hay 75o

representative:
kidney 0ne

second; J. P. Bliss, third. Time— 1:04.
per 100.
I have been subject to attacks of
mlle* °Pen. amateur: Harry B.
For Exchangecomplaintmore or less during past years; the Uarflh* Downglac, won; John Wilder, BatHorses for cows, calves or sheep at
sligntest cold would always precipitate such tle Creek, second:Glenn P. Thayer, Grand
an attanlr T
Inla nf nn.a...nla. Rllt)lrl«third Tlmft — Q'Kl.R
fair values. Address: Frank Julian,
A. C. Holland.Mich., I mile north west of
_________ _____ Conn Smit h’s School House, Lake Shore.
Baker,
Columbus,
O.,
(100
yards),
second;
________ ng acutely;
21— 5w
in waa acroa* my back in the line ot the A. D. Kennedy (100 yards), third; Harry
Clark.
Denver,
Col.,
(120
yards),
fourth.
neys. I could hardly walk, and I was cm
tircly incapacitated for business.I found no Time— 4:85 4-5.
Biirklni’s Arnica Salve
relief in the plasters.
plasters.One day I went into Rattle
Battle Creek, July 15.— Tuesday was
The
Rest
Salve in the world for
Doesburg’s
g’s drug store to see if I could get Tom Cooper’s day, and he again deniJuts, Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Saltsomethin
mended Doan s Money rilis, so I began tak- „>f
Rheum. Fever Sore, Tetter, Chapped
Bald in
ing tuvta*
them and the relief they
afforded me came Monarch by beating
kucj uhuiucai
------ O Eddie
----...
Hands, Chilblains Corns, and all skin
»•) quickly I was much surprised.I had been the mile open, in a hot finish and fast
Eruption and positively cures Piles,
using them only a couple of days when the time consideringthe dirt track on which or no pay required. It is guaranteed
pain and distressin my hack and kidneys
..
gone, and I have been feeling first-rate
' as rui1,
one nil*e prol)ro* to give perfect satisfaction,or money
feKsional
race
was,
of
course,
the
fea- refunded.Trice 25 cents per box.
since. For the length of time used and the results gained therefrom, Doan’s Kidney Tills ture of the day. On account of the large For sale by Hebcr Walsh “The Druggist.’
heal anything I ever heard of for such rom1 Is the beat. Ask your grocer for It.
field of entries there were three preplaints.I recommend aixi endorse them with
liminary heats with seven men to qualithe greatestof pleasure.”
For sale by all dealers— price .50 cents. fy for the final. Cooper, Con Raker,
H. H.
Prop.
A higli liver with a torpid liver will
Mailed by Foster-Milburn
Co., Buffalo,N. Y., Kennedy, Raid, Longhead, Eaton and
not
be
a
long
liver.
Correct,
the
liver
sole agents for the United States.Remember
Iiliss qualified,Sanger being shut out
the name, Doan's, and take no other.
With De Witt’s Little Early Risers,
of the final, which was paced by Dr.
Mills,
little jnlls that cure dyspepsia ana
Fursalc by J. O.Uoes burg.
Darker. The men kept in a bunch until constipai ion.
ZEELAND, MICH.
the stretch, when Coo|>er, Raid and
Lawrence Kramer.
Longhead lit out and they finished in
the order given with Bliss in fourth po
Masons and builders are requested
sition. The attendance was a very to examine i lie stock of lath, and prilarge one, about 12,000 people paying ces, at Scott’s lumber yard, River str
idmissipnat the gate. Longhead, the opposite ho Standard Roller Mills, tf
--Canadian champion, went a half for a
state professional record, making the
Soothing, healing, cleansing, De
distance in 57 seconds. The summar- Witt's Witch Hazel Salve Is the enies:
emy to sores, wounds and piles, which
will call at any
One-half mile, open, amateur— Harry it never fails to cure. Stop itching
Marsh. Ann Arbor, won: John Wilder. Bat- and burning. Cures chapped lips and
tle Creek, second: Sleepy Burhans, lor.la, cold sores in t.vo or three hours.
third. Time. 1:021-5.
Lawrence Kramer for passengers to or from Boats
One mile, open, professional— Tom Cooper. Detroit, won: Kd Bald. Buffalo, second;
or Trains.
Fred longhead, Sarnia, Ont , third Time,

nJ

Lowe Prices.
Lowest
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toy part of It; and the whole of the nrtnoipel sum of aald mortgage together with aU
urrea age* of lute rest thereon,having beoona

Beacn.

due and payable by reaaon of dofaoltIn the
ment of lotereaton aald mortgageon the

Here!
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Dr. De Vries Dentist.
above Central Drug Store.
' Office hours

from

1 to 5 P.

from

8 to 12

A. M. and

M.

Any on wishing to see me after or
or before office hours can call

me up

by phone No. 9. Residence East 12th
St.

Dr.ftKreiiiers
Has moved

his office and will

found above the
Central Drug Store.
hereafter be

Office Hours: 9 to 10 a. m., 3 to
5 and 7 to 8 p. m. .Sundays at home
corner 12th and Market St.
Telephone 31.

^

“Little Wonder”

Prices the Lowest.

iHHiisasasHsesasEsasHSES!

Dr. S. A. Johnson,
hyalolan and Surgaon.
Holland City State Bank Block.

Office Hours:
2 to 4 and
1 r. m.

m. Sundays from 12 to
Other times by appointment:

Residence 12th St., bet ween Maple St
and First A ve.

•

MILWAUKEE.
of the stock in the new line, and that
GRAIN— Wheat, No. 2 Spring $
the old board of directors would retire,
Corn, No. 3 ..................26
Oats, No. 2 White ......... i&\
although they held and would hold the
Rye, No. .................. 32
bonds of the company. General ManBarley, No. 2 .............. 30
PORK—
Mess .................
6 50
ager Everett, who intends to take a two
lard .........................
3
v ears’ rest from active work, said the
DETROIT.
sale could not affect the three-cent GRAIN— Wheat. No. 2 Red. $ 69
Corn, No. ..................28
fares, ns that was a portion of the franOats, No. 2 White ......... 20 (k
chise, and that it was probable that WilRye. No. 2 .................. 3114$
ST. LOUIS. •
son would continue the three-cent fare
CATTLE3— Native Steers ..... $3 70 © 4
on his Citizens’lines, and give universal „ Texas ......................
3
3
transfers. This will give Wilson and his
coadjutors a monopoly on Detroit’scar
OMAHA.
business,except the Fort Wayne & Elm- CATTLE— Steers ............. J3 35 0 4
Uows .......................
1 50 © 8
wood line, and this line has already acFeeders ..................... 2 75 © 3
cepted a franchise for three-cent fares HOGS .........................
2 90 © 3
during the day, and universal transfers. SHEEP ........................ 3 15 © 3

5H5H5HSB SHSasaSRSESH!

Sidewalk PbnK

©
$

00

BOOKBINDING
J.

A. Kooyers, Grondwet

Office,

N. River St.

Scott’s Lumber Yard.

STORM

Lowest Prices.

jasHSHsssEsasHsasHsasB^

SOCIETIES.
K. O. T.
OreieentTent,

M,

A

COMPLETE LITE

OF-

No.68.mMtain K. O. T. M.
night n«t. All

Btr KnlMbta aw cordially Invited to attend.
Obeapeat Life InsuranceOrder known. Full
particular*given on application.
_ __
J- A. Mabbs, Commander.
B. W. Bnoni, R. K.

-j

jp

DRUGS

~

THE^A
)

oiiidlGoniDaiiy

Chemicals,
Patent Medicines,
Staple Drugs and
Sundries,
Paints,

! Exclusive
lers in.

Oils

Teas. Coffees,
Spices, Extract

S?

Phpiciu, Sargeon and

i

7

AT~

Stationery, Fancy Goods
Periodicals,School
& College Books
a Special ty.

Electrician.

9th »
Telephone No. 82.
iHouasi—iOtoll a. m., 2to3
to 8 p. m. Sunday 2 to 4 p. il

umw

NM

Great Damage I* Done by Wind and
Flood In the Town.
Grand Haven, July 15. -A storm that
struck this city Tuesday night was by
far the worst ever known in this section. In this city aione it did $25,000
damage. The storm came up from the
northwest, gradually veered around to
the weet, and then swooped over the
city with terrific force. The wind blew
DO miles nn hour. The big glass beveling plant of the American Mirror and
Glass Beveling company was partly
wrecked. The roof of the city waterworks was carried off n distance of

In sal ] mortgage as all that certain piece ot
parcel of land alto&tedand being In the township

of Holland, county of Ottawa, and atate ot
Michigan, known and desoribod aa follow!,to
wit: The WMt Half of tho South East Quarter
of Section Numberad, Three fll in Township
numbered flve[3] north of range numbered fifand containing eighty [80] acne
laud, more or lest, according to govorninaat
survey.
teen [IK] West,
of

Livery, Sale, Boarding and Feed

Dated Holland, May terd, A. D. IBM.
Aimuw A Van Zwamjwinbubo,

Stables,

AfBlfMtb

Northwest Corner Market and ?ih Sts

Bell

Phone 41.

GbhritJ. Diubma,
Attorney tor Assignee.
18w.

18—

CkuePbeie 71

-v

Meyer & Son’s

H.

Music House
DEALERS IN

Plans
A. B. Chase,

Crown,
Smith and Barnes.

10
45

Story and Clark,
United States,
Far rand and Votey,

Hi-

30

75

Lawrence Seven- Oct.

Sewing riachines^^.

E5

New Home, Wheeler &

12U

CHOICE

all

RIVER

Kinds of Musical Instruments.

Sewing Machines Rented.

Pianos, Organs and

STREET.

-

pity

prived of its natural ease ; to
suffer and not be able to feel
it

; to

WHERE

;

TO

BUY
Staple

and
Fancy

Parses.

Kellogg Bros.,

Half of

Groceries
"Small favors gratefully
received.”

AT

campaign, and says democrats who dimples back.
SCOTT’S EMULSION h..
CIGARS, don’t like it can find comfort and com1 medical profession for twenty
pany on the republicanside of the

been endorsed by
year*. {Aik jour
b always pelotMe-tl-

Dynamite la the Grain.

Piiiskiig,Paintingand CileL rinfiv-rz.
v«*..uI>ayMiini
YMTWvm «h WAm vaiMiujjwayraiisi
iiiig.
Estimates given on work.

of

1ft.—

When

Henry Glass,

Pipestone, Berrien county, was
about to commence threshing his grain
he discovered three sticks of dynamite
in one of the bundles. Had the pretence of the dynamite escaped observation, all the men around the machine
would have been killed or injured.

Marui&Huizmoal

doctor.)This i« because it
way* uniform—olwtp comUtni I be purtii Sorutgun
Co.UUver Oil and IlntMiphc'thitn.
Imbt on Scott's Emulsion with trade-markof
nun and fish.
Put up In <0 cent and $1.00 sizes. The small sits
may baenowti to «..fe your cough or help your baby.

Wanted-An

Idea

.“§»
St

M

NEW

& Kramer’s

STORE,

EVERYTHING FRESH AND CLEAN. THE1B
TEAS AND COFFEES CANNOT BE EXCELLXP
WHILE THERE TAKE A LOOK AT THE®
DRY GOODS DEPARTMENT.
••

'

HOLLAND. MICH

goes
out to it and rightly. To be
thin, for a baby, is to be dePoor baby

Stnufstcn,

Decatur, July

House

and Standard.

Sheet music, Folios and

Detroit, July 13.— The Grand RapWi
Democrat, the leading democratic newspaper of western Michigan,which favored gold before the convention, de- is taken by babies. Mothers
clares that the Chicago platform is the
accepted creed of the party for this like it because it brings the

ui Liqain for Hedifinal

Wilson, Domestic,

40

hold,

! Your

Russell,

5914
2*1!
20'A
31 \Z

wear a sad pinched face
to live on the edge of sick100 feet. In the fishing district thou- ness; to grow imperfectly;
sands of dollars’ worth of nets and reelr
were blown into the river. The river and to lose the power of rerose three feet in half an hour and car- sisting disease. When a baby
ried away severalfishing shanties. The is thin it needs more fat than
upper floor of the electric plant was,
blown completelyout of sheer. The it gets from its food; it is

fence.

Pnre Wines

iddiMf.tkniiJ,
Cliy.

Auymt.d.D. UML

mortgaged premise* to bo sold balng described

L. A. Stratton,

GRAND HAVEN.

Will Stand by the Conventions

N. Tuttle

0/

at ten o'clockIn theforenoonot aaid day itheaald

government warehouse on the pivr was starved, fat-starved. Scott's
| Kilbourn’s factory
Emulsion is the easiest fat
suffered the loss of roof, ond several
freight cars were blown off the tracks. it can have ; the fat it needs.

EIGHTH STREET

L.

Monday, the Seventeenthdity

and Varnishes. badly damaged.

aklng Powder.

Dr.

court for the County of Ottawa Uholden.) oa

HiOrgans^>

1

2

Bti

doo ) ofthe Ottawa county court houae, a!
the city )f Grand Haven, Ottawa oonnty, IflafeIgan, that being the place where the dwelt

fouter

.

#

m. From

Children Cry for

Time, 2:22 4-5.
THE MARKETS.
One-half mile handicap, amateur— H. 8.
New York, July 15.
Lepg, Cold water (65 yards), won; Brown,
Coldwater (65 yards), second; Millard. Kal- LIVE STOCK-Steers........ $4 10 @4 50
Sheep ....................... 2 00 $ 4 50
amazoo (70 yards), third. Time, 1:01.
How ........................
3 50 f 8 oo
One mile handicap,professional— Fred FIA3UR— -MinnesotaPatent* 8 85 CT 3 75
Loughead, Sarnia (60 yards), won; Con
Minnesota Bakers' ........2 40 ©2 80
Baker, Columbus (50 yards), second; Klm- WHEAT- No. 2 Bed ..........C2t4(i
Ball, Indianapolis(50 yard*), third; Clark,
CORN-No 2 ...................82®
Denver (65 yard*), fourth. Time, 2:09 2-6.
September.................jsuJ
Five mllo handicap, amateur— Fletcher,
.............. 20H«
Kalamazoo (860 yard*),,won; Goldberg, OATS-Western
PORK-Me**, Old ............8 50
Kalamazoo (460 yard*), second;Van Male, BUTTER—
estern Cr'm’y. HUij
Kalamazoo (800 yards), third; Diehl, Jack- EGGS ..........................ii $
on (880 yard*), fourth. Time, 12:15 8-6.
CHICAGO.
CATTLE— Beeves ............ $3 40 © 4 40
BUYS A 3-CENT LINE.
Stockersand Feeders ..... 2 40
Cows and Bulls ............1 16
Texas
Steers ...............
2 50
B. T. Wilson i of Now York, PurchMos
HOGS — Light .................
3 30
Detroit Street Car Property.
Detroit, July 14.—The original thre«v sH»™cklnU::;;:::.-:: IS
\\ estern Cr'm’y.. 10
cent street car line In this city, the one BUTTER—
Dairy .......................9
which Mayor Pingree fought for bo EGGS— Fresh ................. 9
long, has been sold to IL T. Wilson, of POTATOES-New (per brl.). 60
PORK— Mess ................ 6 60
New York, who owns the major portion LARD— Steam ...............
3 60
FLOURWinter ............. 2 60
of the stock in the Citizens’ line. H. A.
Spring .....................
2 60
Everett,of Cleveland,vice president and GRAIN— Wheat, July ........ 64}
Corn, No. 2 ..................26%<
general manager of the Detroit railway,
Oats, No. 2 Cash ...........I64i<
the three-cent line, admitted that Mr.
Rye, No, 2 .................. 31
Barley, Good to Fancy.... 24
Wilson had bought the major portion

Phoenix Planing Mill

10 to 11 a.

'Garm-air

attorney feo of thirty.!!?#
dot-

lars slid «\U ti tits p|AjB at thi north

Pitcher’s Caetoria.

One mile handicap, amateur— Goldberg,
Kalamazoo (140 yards), won; Swenderman,
Battle Creek (50 yards), second; John
Wilder, Battle Creek (40 yards), third.

a

From

sale. Includingan

,

RESIDENCE OR HOTEL

Window Frames,

7 to 8 p.

-

t

and Glass.

jj

Vm

KARSTEN,

g Siding, Paints, Oils,
{j

Wabeke, his hslrs executor*,almlntatratora or
tiMlgus.bjoara* du» aad payable Immediately thereafter, and the aald Adriana
Zwaluwenburg.assigneeof said mortgage, hereby declareshor election and option to oomridar
tbs whole amount of the aald principal
sum of said mortgsge due end payable. NoUoa
is thereforehereby given,that by virtue of thi
power of sale In auld mortgage contained, oafl
the statuteIn such case made and provided. said mortgagewill be foreolOMfl
by sale, at public vendue of the mortBuged premise*, or so much thereof aa may bo
necessary to pay the amount due on laid mortgage with Interestaud costs of foreoloanreand

1

Mouldings, Flooring,

jj

sura of said mortgagewith all arrearagM of to.
terost tborejj, at the option of the aald QilUa

ONLY

2:13 4-5.

Doors,

payable, wherefore under the condition* of atM
mortgage the whole amount of tha principal

LittleWonderFlour

was PI10#l
ever
^

5H5H52SESH5H5H5HSa5Ea£ioj

pay
Bay

when tb< same became due and payable.aadNM
nonpayment of said InterestIn defanltfor mora
than thirty days after the same became due ant

U&E'

Look

lav

tod in aald mortgage land no salt or prooeedlnaa
having been Inatitntedat law or In aqatty, la
roeoverthe debt Moored by aald mortgage,or

*’

Scott’s Lumber Yard.

Dollar*and Forty Oeute. beside*an attorney

fee of Thirty. At* dollarsprovided for by

.

uv*

I- «?

/y

iS

TV
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Annual Report of the Superintendent of Our Public
Schools.

words, the high school has practically dotIts enrollment and Its
i average In
It five
years.

bled

But recognlilugtbutIncreasei> number
uupils Is of Itself no criterion by which
Judge of the workings of a sc hool. It Ik
To (he Board of Educationof the City gratifying to uote that with the Increase In
numbers there has come an Increasedattenof Holland.
tion to school duties on the part of the pu
your re«v
pits, which cannot hut be productiveof good
lions, I herewithmibroltmy unnuul report of the results. This Is shown by the fact ihat the
public school* of thin city for the echootyear ending per cent of attendanceand of punctualityIs
much higher. Id 1-91-2 the per cent of at
June 19, 1HQ6,
The IncreiiBe In enrollment, ultendance,echool renoaui c was 92; for the past four years it
census,etc , shows a healthy growth. As Is shown has been 05. with a tendencyupward. In
by the statisticalrei>ort herewithsubmittedour net 1891-2. with 59 the average number belonging
enrollmentexceeds that of lust year by 172, while anfHPSdays school, there were Hi® cases of
the average number of pupils belonging is greater tardiness.There has been a marked 1m
by 176, and the average dally attendanceis Increased provement each succeeding year, and durby 166. Our percent, of attendance,while It Is not ing the year Just closed-whlch Is the b« Bt to
competitois can advertise about goiog
what It shouldbe. Is one better than last year
date— with 00 the average number belonging
Progresshas also been made In the reductionof and 10' days school, there were only 74 cases
the number of caatw of tardiness. For lost year the of tardiness, giving a per cent of loss than
but of business
it comes to low
recordsshow 1,622 tardy marks out of a possible one-eighth of what It was five years ago.
tSljOS^-thenumber of hulLdnys attendance by pu- From having no pupils but what were absent
pils. This year we Irnve 1,471 cases out of a possible or tardy at least once during the year
prices, they aren’t in it here. The Bee Hive
617,692; 1. e. with an increase
Increase or«»,99U
of 65,999 bait
half days In have this year hix whose records for the
attendancewe have a decreaseof 161 cases of tardi- year are clean, and for the month of June
ness.
one-half the enrollmentwas neither absent
takes the lead. To see the way it is crowded
The snoeees In reducing the tardiness,while In- or tardy. This we believe Is Indicativeof a
creasingthe enrollmentand attendance,is encour- sentimentthat will result In still greater
aging,yet we are far from being satisfied with the improvement another year.
shows that public appriciate bargains at
Another very gratifyingfeature of the
result.
The waste In educationalresourcescaused by tar- past year Is the fact that almost nons of the
diness and absence Is very great: loss to the absen- regulu
regular pupils that entered In September
their store.
tees In mental acquirements,In positionIn classes, left before the examinations In June. And
Inthe formationof habits essential to future success, two or throe of those who did leave are mak
In loss to the patronsof the school In money and log up work, so as to go on with their class In
loss to the whole school In time— because of the September.
lengthenedcourse It take* In consequence of such
ng to this
fact and to the large number
Owing
1
absence to educateour children. Most of the tardi- that are now ready to take up high school
ness comes from comparatively few families, and work, our enrollmentIn September ought to
often from sourceswhere we expect better things. reach 140; this Is not Includingany who are
Of the 1,471 cases during the past year It U altogeth- thought to have other plans. The enroller likely that at least 1,000 of them were without ment for another year Is more likely to be
good excuse.
above 150 tl an below 140. To accommodate
Could patronsrealize the difficulties
of the teach- these we estimatethat there will be twentyers In coping with this evil,they would never speak seven recitations each day, the average
of tardiness and absence as “triflingcircumstances.” number of pupils in each being twenty-two.
Among the perniciouseffects may be mentioned The 50 eighth grade pupils that are to be acloss of Interest on the part of Uie pupils; the foun- commodatedIn this building will be In two
dationof the habit of Idleness, followedby a spirit sections,each requiring two recitation periKEJ*
of mischief and Insubordination,
often resultingIn ods per day. Thus the total number of clastruancy or permanent withdrawalfrom school. The ses reciting dally In this building Is estimprogress of the class Is hindered.The time that ated at thirty-five,giving seven to each of
jelongsto the whole school Is spent to bring up the five teachers, and making the recitation
Is
these delinquentpupils. No merchant, mechanic, periods forty and forty-fiveminutes In
tween the Lake Shore and A^new or professional man could be successfulIf he neg- length. During the past three years we have
THE MARKETS.
nines on Saturday,which resultedin lected hi* buslneas a fifth of his time. Neither can found that the most satisfactoryre ults
Wheat 1? bushel ...............old ">4 new M
the former winning by a score of 27 to pupils be successful who are frequentlyabsentfrom could be secured by this arrangement.
Bye .............................
school. The remedy lies in the co-operationof the
A decidedadvantage ov r past years Is
14.
Buckwheat ....................^
parents, securedthrough an Intelligent understand- 11 kely to be secured for the future, as It now
Barley ID cwt ......................
“
ing of the reciprocal relationship their own children becomes possible to divide the work among
Corn S bushel ....................
tH'iir In tin* vlnil. wIkn.I, „ m, lotion of fho the teachers In such a way that each will
Oats * bushels ................... I0
® \\ ilbblP, hdS taken hold (>f the scales evil effect*that must Is- produced by the formation teach fewer brauci.es(though having the
Clover seed ^ bushel ...............& < £- of justice. He lias the wishes Of Ids of such Injurious habit*.
same number of classes),and hence will be
Potatoes 9 bushel ................. ®
able iu^ivu
to give mure
more time to
special preparation
friends,hoping
it Will
will bemorelu1 “ A*
As I* the teacher, so l* the
school,”l* a trite-I..
say-- mill,
friCndS
Hoping that
null ll
DOUlOrclU-i
,nv m.,
lu^peciuipreparuLiuu
Flour V barrel ....................@3 80 erst i vet h on it h-is heon to his iirmlo- big. ).m It i- true. Substantial buildingswith well for the class work. By this arrangement one
Oornmeal. bolted, S cwt ........... @ 120 li.uivc tii.iu iu iio-s uet ii cu ms jiilui boated and ventllat d rooms, apparatus convenient will teach mathematics, another history, a
Cornmeal, uubolted. ^ owt ........
cessor. Fred lives oo tbe Lake Shore for doing the work with the least loss of time and third English romp iMtlon and rhetoric,etc.
Ground feed ........................ ^ near the Kike, if his services are energy, good and sufficientbooks of reference and
There Is however one decided disadvanta library of the In-st readingfor the various grade* age under which the work of the building Is
Middlings ¥>cwt ....................
M needed.
of pupils, a broad and liberal minded school board - carried on. 1 refer to the crowded condition
Bran « cwt ......................
w
Hay ^ton ..........................
I0 00 (3 12
all this Is needed to give us the c'in< Is we want.
of he session rooms. It stands to reason
A purl of this we have, hut with It all we can not that a room built to accommodatesixty-five
make a successful schoolw ithout we lure the right pupils is not suitable for tbu accommodation
West Olive.
Honey ................777. ........ >6 f
da
klnd^'f teachers.
of one hundred live. Under such conditions
Butter ...............................<»
The
efficiency
of
a
school
and
the
merits
of
ll*
and
Mrs. Frank Willey of Chicago,
Egga^ dozen ......................
@
the air must soon become vitiated lu
depend upon the characterand the abilityof spite of a good system of ventilation;the
Porit ...............................
her two children, visited with her work
Its teachers. We believe the moralityand disposi- best mental work can not he done and the
Wood, hard, dry ^ cord .......... 1 75 Bt acb 15o
tion, as well as the scholarship
and skillof a teacher vitalityof teachersand pupils will sooueror
Chickens, dreBsed, lb (live (3 617
9(3 H> mother, Mrs. S. Mountford.
Beans 19 bushel ...... ............90 @ 1 00
We• noticed
inn recent issue of the should be taken Into considerationIn the employ- Uter be Impaired. It is our belief that the
Ground Oil Cake ............... 90 per bun
h t
tf
tl merit and retention of teacher*. There Is constant- vent
i>E\1S tnaiiVir. Mouniroru IS on me ij „nd unconsciouslyflowing out of the characterof good as could be expected under the clrcun.
Dressed Beef .................. *
Veal ............................
4(3 0 county committee of the 1 opuliststo a teacher an Influence and a force which surrounds,| stances and the rooms have been comfortMutton .......................... 5(3 6 renre^ent Olivetownshin. Mr. Mount- Permeates and enter* Into the placid character,of ! ttbly heated almost every session, lu view
Lard .......... .................. fi@7 f n rrt f n r n r* r 1 v tv n s "t (T rp p n hn p k p r h r t the child under her charge . Moulding of character, I of (he crowded condition Of the session
Hams ......... .................. 7® 8 ford formerlywas ft LrreenDaCKer,nut Impetus to mental development,seed thought*lm- rooms, however, It seems necessary to seShoulders ....................... 64(3616 has returned to his first love, lie con- planted, habits Inculcatedand resolutionsformed cure an additional supply of fresh air. This
ojflnrs tlip issues in this Oftninjliirn of are among those silent but potent resultsdirectly can seldom be secured by opening window*.
Tallow .........................
Hiatrs UlB IhSULS III tills utllipdiKU traceable to the teacher's Influence, and are worth because the desks are so near these that the
tOO IllUCh importance to waste his en- more to the pupil than the technicalknowledge pupils at once suffer from draughts, nor hah
ergies upon the theories the Populists ’gained.They affecthis career throughIlf- A It been possible to secure It from the ballare ftfl vocal in If He is a Strnmr advo- teachershould be a living example of scholarship, way, becausethis has not been heated, and,
are mivucHlliiK.L
-Sl,rui,SUU
character, refinementand neatnessfor the pupil to a*
as inure
there Is
Is no storni
storm door ou
on the bulldliiK.
bulldin
cate of a protective tariff, reciprocity, emulate. She should be well versedIn the• science
snsnro | every the door Is opened a blast of cold
Ottawa County.
_____ _______
and sound money. The Populists and of the mind. In the historyof pedagogy d in the ! _____
j,!,. rushes
In. A large______________
number of the pupils
It is reported that a large number Democrats are too friendly to suit the theory and art of teaching and should be able to are soVuVceptible to Vuch draughts thal they
train the child’* moral nature.
beg not to be seated lu front of the door,
of Robinson farmers are neglecting old man, and is disgusted with the
Great care should be exercisedIn the selection of even though fifteenfeet from It
their crops inthe search for gold in free trade policy of the latter party. teacher*. Let It be understoodthat It doe« not rcWith all r^pect for the powers that bo and
the gravel beds of the township.— A nd now, he cavo thou wnnt ns tn quire “Influence”to securen position In our schools recognizing seine of the difficultiesunder
which
they labor, 1 would very respectfully
swallow the
free silter
silver fallacy,
lallacy. T-lie tiiiemcnt and
ec.professional (raining. Let
cb^cw,
n.
Tribune.
he free
It Is1 unrequest, lu behalf of the teachers and pupils
Says the Nunica correspondent of pill is too large andtoo free tobe good, deratoodthat no mere novice or teacher In embryo, that provision be made for heating the hallthe G. H. Courier Journal: “Why Wp advise everv voter t() use his in- poeelbly With the embryo so slightly developed that way with steam pipes, and for shutting out
ueamisc
j' , ,
1,18 111 ttlsyetuncertnlnwhatIs to bo produced, need apply, more effectively tjie cold blasts from the
can’t Crockery chip In and help build
of
to
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from Gradd Rapids
Grand Haven. We should be glad

to
to
see one. Let’s have a meeting and see
what can be done. Don’t let the road
go to Holland.”
Allendaletownship a few years ago
was populatedalmost entirely by eastern people, mostly from York state,
being much like Polkton in that re-

^^/p,

Shoe Store.

LU

t

a cycle road

The Tower Block

fiuence in maintaining the present, Let the standard of examination bo kept high, north.
high Standard.We want all the sil- Let the test of acquirementsother than academic be
A further need Is that of apparatus and
Ypr WP ran UUP as monpv and kopn it, ee vere. See to It that the selectedcandidate |¥>s- books of reference, the lack of which is seriver we cuu use as money atiUKCep
tact and a certain amount of that Indefinable
ously crippling the work. Of course, It Is
OR a parity with gold, we uon t want something which Is better expressedIn that nearly UL(lyVU
not to he expected ......
that all wants In „„,a
this ,,uv
line
a depreciated currency— a condition ••t*-dete,oldhisbloned,yetslgnlflamtwonl"gAim|)-'
Yi“smttU
WB
rortainlv will rnmp tn if wp arinnt tlon.” Let the Idea tbut “any one can teach
ho appropriated
ui>.,rn.»*t,.»»a each
oont. year—
v-u*_»«
ho
sunt
could
be
to
be
we cenaiDiy win come 10, ir we adopt or to Uie legUlBtare,. lH> an exploded one.
expended under the direction of the comfree and unlimitedcoinage of silver at | The teacherholds a responsibleand an official po- mittee on text- books -its InfluenceWould

it,

et

ratio of 16 to

1.

uvx,~

c.

school

jsltion, Is

appointed by public untboridhto watch
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working supply would be at hand There Is
scarcely a recitation In which the teacher
we are informed, is a
talent and nued with so great resoonslbiuuee
does not wUh to refer the pupil to some
spect.
radical change has come
book that would supplementthe text, and
offlee of county clerk, and aspires for
26- tf two; lots five, six, seven and eight in
over the township and now the maBangs sells Drugs.
new Interest to the subject.
the nomination at the republican er his duty to end when his child is placedIn school add
This Is, perhaps, a proper time to say that
block sixty-three; loss one, two, three
jority of its citizens are thrifty Holand supplied wllh the necessary text-books.Fre- It is notour Idea that a high school should
convention.
and four In block sixty-eight;lots one,
landers.
quent visit*to the schoolroom,words of encourage- seek to become a college— no thought Is
Cry for two and three In block sixty-seven;
Mr. Hop, lately from Chicago, has
iS? ^
farther from our minds than this. We deal
The past twenty years has witnessed moved into the Gokey
the pupU are necessaryto the best results. Those with boys and girls from the grammar grades
id
Gi-...
many changes for the better in our
rri
,
i i ' exactionsmay lay additional burdens to the parents
and they are boys and girls when they leave Piteher’s
C.
McKinley
has
moved
back
on
his
but the fulfillment of such Unties will bring an huncounty. One of the most remarkable
us. It Is not our duty to give them a profesdred fold of profit In the productionof tho highest sional training, nor is It expected that they
old
farm,
one-half
mile
west
of
the
of these changes is the reclaiming of
types of manhood and womanhood.
will upon graduationat eighteenor twenty Proposed Improvement of Fifteenth street three, four and five in block sixty six;
that vast tract of low boggy land, village, and will open a meat market Tho decreaseIn the number of visits by patrons years
of age be fitted for all the duties of
in
the
near
future.
There
is some talk during the past year as compared with the previous
of the original plat of the Village of
Specialstreet Assesment Districtstretching from the Lake shore in
life. But we do feel that the four years of
year U nearly 800. This ought not so to be.
of
his
putting
in
a
ma.ket
in
the
rear
Holland; also lots nine, ten, eleven,
high school training should be such that
Olive, through Robinson and AllenCity
of
Holland,
Mich.,
)
By referenceagain to the statisticalreport it will none of It will need to be done over again,
twelve, thirteen, fourteen, fifteen and
dale to Polkton, known as the big of Mr. Emery’s store, in which case be seen that Uiere were 485 transfersduring the
Clerk’s Office, July 8, 1896. f
but that It will be a foundationbroad
sixteen In block fifteen; lots one, two, *
marsh. Said a citizen the other day, the Messrs. Demerstswillopen a store past year, which means Unit 485 pupils were obliged enough and stable enough to build upon.
Notice is hereby given: That the Com- three, four, five, six, seven and eight
to change schools, to begin work with new teachers
in
the
old
meat
market.
We congratulateourselvesthat the neces
“Some years ago, 1 drove the length
In strangeplaces, under different condition*. These
slty for excavating In tbe basement has mon Council of ihe City of Holland In block sixteen; lots one, two, three,
of tbe entire marsh and the recollecnumerous changes vex and Irritateteachers,pupils
. .
made It possible under the directionof the have caused to be made and deposited four, five, six, seven, eight and nine
and parents, and must of necessity Impede the progtions of the trip through that wild and
Zeeland.
cornu Ittee ou buildings and grounds to have
with the city clerk, for public exauii]0t,g ten, eleven,
ress of the schools. It 1* ImpossibleIn our growing
the lawn graded up somewhat, at a very
desolate country, will never pass from
The Old Settlers Association will city to avoid entirely these conditions, but we hope small expense. And now that so good a be- nation, the profile, diagrams and esti- tWetre', thirteen, fourteen, fifteen,
my mind.” The tract was covered hold
with our four new school rooms to have less of this
ginning ba* been made we feel emboldened mates for t he proposed grading, gravelits annual meeting on Thursday, annoyance.
sixteen, seventeen and eighteen in
with cranberries, huckleberries, blackat 2:00 p. m. In the evening addresses It Is often charged that our public school system to hope that a water right, hose, and lawn ing and otherwise improving of Fif- block fourteen; lots seven, eight, nine,
mover may ere long be placed at our dispoberries,raspberries,and thousands of
Is
simply
a
machine
through
which
our
pupils
are
will be deliveredby Prof. E. Winter
sal. for we believe most fully that attractive teenth street, between the center of ten, eleven and twelve in block thirbushels were picked yearly. All is
ground In sections, and In a sj>eclfledtime, without
well kept lawns and buildings are of tbe Land street and the centre of Clevechanged now however. Forest fires of Holland and Rev. G. Haan of Bor- referenceto their ability,physical strengthor gen- greatestImportance In developingneatness land avenue, in the City of Holland, teen; lots one, two, three, four, five
culn.
eral fitness for progress. That the accusationIs not
and six in block eighteen, in tbe South
and systematicwork on tho part of the puand the settlersaxe got In their work
entirely wlthovtfoundationwe can not deny. In a
pursuant to grade and profile to be West Addition to the then Village of
Mrs. T. G. Huizinga and children city as large as ours It becomes an absolutenecessi- pils.
and some of the best land in the counAll of which Is respectfully submitted.
adopted by the common council in Holland:
ty is now nn the same big marsh. are spending “the heated term” at ty, though per!m|>* unfortunate,to preserve a cerF. D. Haddock, Prln. High School.
connection with this proposed ImJ tain uniformityIn text-l*>«kH,in topics, In lime, and
Also lots, one, two three and seven
Macatawa
Park.
Twenty years ago tbe settlements in
j tn quantity of wdrk done. Ourcourseofstudy for
provement and to be establishedon In block eight; lots four, five, six and
that region were few and far between.
It is said that the Michigan Tile the primary and grammar grades 1* Intended to be
In closing I will say that our teachersas a
the basis of connecting with other eleven in block seven; lots one and
Now nearly the entire tract is in cul- Co., of Vriesland.will invest 113,000 a generaloutline of work lliat the averagepupil class have faithfully discharged the duties streets.
regular attendanceanil with good Instructorsof their respective p isIuouf, and to them Is
seven in block nine; lots five and six
tivation. In a few years there will and operate with full force in the with
can thoroughlycompleteIn eight years. Some pu- due credit for whateversuccessfulrasu
results
That in making said grade, all stumps in block ten, in Hope College Addiscarcely be any evidence that it was near future.— News.
pils,who are slow thinkers but the makers of our have been accomplished during the year.
be taken up ami removed from said tion, to the then Village of Holland;
most successful men and women, will require a
You. the members of the Board. Individuonce known as the “big marsh.” Those
longer time, while oUiera may be able to do the al!* and collectively,have given much time street:
A Iso lots seventy six, seventy-seven,
whoaie acquainted with the region
Allegan County.
work In seven or six years. How to manage our and earnest considerationto the financial
That all shade trees, wherever the seventy- eight, seventy-nine,eighty,
are of the belief that years ago it was
work so as not to Irritateand discourage Uie quick and Other business Interests of tbe school.
The Allegan county Rej pub) lean ones, nor to overcrowd the slow ones, or compelling The success of a school system depends grade to be establishedmay require eighty-one, eighty-two, eighty-three,
a great lake and there are evidencesto
convention will be held on Wedoes- work to be slighted, how to do justice to all and evil largely upon the wise and liberal policy the same, be lowered and reset with eighty-four, ninety-seven, ninetyback their assertions.
to none, has been and still Is a question to cull for adopted by those chosen to administer Its the least possible damage to ssch
eight, ninety-nine, one hundred, one
serious thoughtfrom uchooolmen. By using a less affairs.
For the August term of the circuit day, July 20.
shade trees.
hundred one, one hundred two, one
The Catholic church at North Dorr rigid system of grading we feel that we Imre met To you and also to our teachers I return
court the following have been drawn
That the sidewa’ks, If any, along hundred three, one hundred four, one
with some success In overcoming till* difficulty.
grateful acknowledgement*.
recently
burned
by
lightning,
is
to
be
as Jurors:
It Is our aim to have In Uie variousgrades, classes
0. M. McLean, Bupt. Public Schools. said part of said street be taken up, hundred five, one hundred six, pne
rebuilt at a cost of $7,500.
separatedby less tlmn the yearly Interval, and In
Holland. July IH. 1S9«.
Orlando notion— Holland.
wherever such may be necessary, and hundred seven, one hundred eight, one
the primary grades to have them only a few months
Eugene Fellows, J E. Robinson—
Some reports of threshingthis week apart. Then, by the teachersmaking an Individual
relaid 9 inches, on the outer edge, hundred nine, one hundred ten, one
Robinson.
afford no basis for the hopes which study of their pupils when a boy or girl Is found
An Honest Sian’s Story.
above the grade to be established, as hundred eleven, one hundred twelve,
that
can
do
more
work
than
their
class
Is
doing,
wo
Charles De Witt, Grant Hunter- have been indulged concerning fair
Gbeenvillaoe, Pa., Jan. 23, ’96. above set forth, after the grading work one hundred thirteen,one hundred
can easily advance them to the next higher division,
Spring Lake.
yields.
which could not be done without detriment to the
fourteen, one hundred fifteen, one
Dear Sir:— Thank God there is a is comp’eted.
Frank Velzy, William Walsh— TallThat all crosswalks 1 hat are in the hundred sixteen, one hundred sevenLeonidas Stockwell, a laborer resid- pupil whore the step Is a year apart. In the same medicine that will cure catarrh. Mr.
way
If
we
find
the
work
too
dlfflcnlt
for
some
It
I*
madge.
ing near ’the L. S. & M. 8. depot at easy to find suitable work with little or no Injury to PretzlngerI used your sample box of way jn making said grade lie taken up, teen, one hundred twenty-seven,one
James Hughes— Wright.
Allegan, took an ounce of laudanum the pupil. With this method the finishingof catarrh which you sent me. The first and r el aid after the grading work is hundred twenty-eight, one hundred
Evert J. Pruim— Zeeland.
with the intention of ending his any certain grade and the promotion to an- night I used it it helped me. May God completed,the crosswalksto We taken twenty-nine,one hundred thirty, one
other 1* not always at the end of a school
Loyd A. Molyneaux— Allendale.
earthly ex'stence. Prompt discovery year, but we know of no valid reason why bless you for your kindness. I used up and rtlald under the supervision of hundred thirty-one, one hundred tbir*
Adrian Everse— Hleudop.
of his deed and the quick action of this should be so. This method calls for the little box you sent me and about the street commissioner, at the ex- ty two, one hundred thirty-three, one
Jacob Den Hoof, Jr.— Chester.
two phyBicians saved his life. The closer supervision, but It Is go d for our boys half of a 50 cent jar. They keep It in pense of the city.
hundred thfrty-four,one hundred
and
.
‘
A. B. Plant— Crockery.
That whenever any culverts or drains thirty-five, one hundred thirty-six,
cause assigned for his desire to die is
With the board's consent we have made a Chambersbug. I have told a great
F. H. Campbell— Georgetown.
are to be constructed,they shall b« one hundred thirty seven, one hunsaid to have been tbe departureof his trial In our schools of verticalpenmanship.
Thomas W. Ferry, William Bakker, wife, who had largely supported him During the past year- after an exuurltnent many people about your medicine. located and built as directed by -the dred thirty-eight in Bay View Addi' ic
of one term In one room lu the previous
year Hon. Squire Britton, brother-in-law
John Van Dongen. Sr., Henry Don- by hard work.
—wc have used the system In all tho room* to me, is using it; he says it is helping common council; the costand expense tion to the now City of Holland;
ker— Grand Haven city.
of the first six grades. We find the vertical him very much; be has catarrh very thereof t" be paid from the general
Also the several street intersections
Frank Myers— Grand Haven.
more easily written, especially fltould this be
fund of the city.
Haven.
where said part of said Fifteenth
true with desks con veuient and comfortable bad. Mrs. C. D. Ludwig, daughter of
Peter Kleis, Charles Harmon— HolThat after the grade work is com- street crosses Land street. Columbia
other school work, and It certainly is me is using your medicine, luse it in
Tbe Presbyterian church has dis- for
land city.
more legible. We do not find In It a panacea the evening before retiring to l>ed and pleted,a road-lied24 feet wide through and College avenues, Market. River,
carded its old painted glass and they for all the evils th-t teachers have to conEdward Tanis— Jamestown.
the centre and the whole length of Pine and Maple streets, and First.
have been replaced with new stained tend with In teaching this subject, but we am feeling better now than I have
• Wybe Nienhuls— Olive.
said
part of said Fifteenth street be Van Raalte, Harrison and Cleveland
believe the change Is for the better.
for the last five years. My head is
glass windows.
Henry Kettle— Polkton.
The generalcondition of our high school I* such
covered with gravel, cf the kind used avenues.,clear and I have more energy for work
The name of the late C. D. M. Van
One of the best known hotel men In that our citizen*may well be proud of it, havon Tenth street, west of Maple street,
All of which said lands, loUi and
Raalte was among the first that were the state is Mr. H. D. Irish of the ing accomplishedwhat It has tinder the existing and my business. Before I used or of a quality equally as good as that premises,as herein before set forth,
condition*. One very encouraging evidenceof Its your medicine I felt many a time that
drawn. Orlando Bottom was sulrstl- Cutler. He and his son Frank H. successIs the echool spirit animating the students.
used on said part of Tenth street, to shall be designated and are hereby
I did not care whether 1 was living or
tut$d.
probably have as wide an acquain- A* a body
and best
oojr they are studious, thoughtful,
an average thickness of 9 inches, so declared to constitute a special street
dead;
I
had
no
energy:
I
didn’t
care
for
all, ladies and
I gentlemen
gentlemen.They are proud of
A marriage license was issued by tance among the traveling men as the of
spread that when finished it will be 12 district, for the purpose of special
their rest
classes and are strong In their af- anything. I had cattarrh oyer sixtycounty clerk Turner Tuesday to the proprietor of any other hostelry In the factions for the Holland High Bchool. I herewith
inches thick in tbe center and Cinches assessment, to defray the costs and
seven years; mother had catarrh and
submit the report of PrincipalF. D. Haddock, who
oldest people one was ever issued to state.
on the sides.
expense of grading and otherwise imit
turned
into
consumption;
she
died
os principal of the echool Is responsible for the
before in Ottawa county. Klaas H unThat the whole of tho costs and ex- proving said part of said Fifteenth
One of the prettiestbits of forest great progressmade during the last two or three In her sixty- four thyear. I have a farm
derman, aged 80, a retired farmer of still standing in the city limits is that years.
up at Strasburg, seven miles from pense of said work and improvement street, in ihe manner hereinbefore set
Zeeland was the happy man and Hen- on Lqkc avenue, on the way to HighGreenvillage. On nice days I drive be defrayed by a special assessment forth; said district to be knbwn and
drikje Reeder, of Grand Rapids, aged land park. It greatly beautifies that
upon the lots, lands and premises,or designatedas “Fifteenth Street Speupthe farm and work. Mr. PretzlngerI
83, the prospective bride. Both had pleasant driveway and it Is to be hoped
District.”
7b the Superintendentof the Public Schools think it would pay you to have itput parts of lots and lands abutting upon cial treet Assessment ---been married twice before.
part of said Fifteenthstreet; prowill never be touched by the woodThat said improyetnent was deterof the City of Holland:
in all Franklin County
unty papers as I am said pa
vided however, that the cost of im- mined upon by 'the Qommon Council,
Tbe first load of peaches brought in man’s axe.
in accordancewith your request I here a reliable,honest man, so the people
1896.
with submit u report of tbe coooltlon of the say, middling well acquaintedover the proving the several street IntersecGrand Rapids this year was by Thom*
lay 21 tb, A. D. ||
High School at the close of the past school
tions on said part of said Fifteenth Thaton B'ipdr
29th day ...
of
'nefldttjf,
as Quinlao of Tallmadge.
Yours truly,
Waited.
Tbe thing which flrtt attractsour attenGfco. K. Zollinger. street be assessed against the City of July, A. D. 1896, at 7:30 o’clock p. itt.,
Energeticman or lady, to act as tion Is the regular and very considerable InPort Sheldon.
A small sample con be obtained by Holland and be paid from the general the common council will rat
General Agei t for tbe most reliable crease tn the enrollmentfor several years
fund of the city.
room to consider any objt
Masters Will and Fred Hibbard of article that has ever been placed on past Fr<>m an enrollinertof(9ln1801 2. we sending a 2c. stamp to Pretzlnger That tbe lands, lots and premises said assessmentdistrict,and the
have
reached
by
regular
advances
1M
in Bros., Chemists, Dayton, O.
Chicago, who have been spending, the market. New plan. Quick seller. 1896 6.
upon which said special assessment provement, estimates, plans aud
their vacation with Mr. Cook, re- Salary and expenses. Address with
In 1891-2 the average number belonging
shall be levied, shall include lota one, file that may be made.
turned home by way of Grand Haven. stamp N. H. J. Bielen. 218 S. Lafayette was 60 and the average attendance *7. In
Pitcher’s
two, and three In block sixty-nine;
Geo. H. Sipp, City Clt
18964) the average number belonging was 68.
20-lw and the average attendance W. In othei
A game of base ball was played be- str., Grand Rapids,
lots four, five and six in block slxtyuc tuiv
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